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Abstract 

Spur gear systems are widely used in power transmission systems in the industry. One of the common defects of the gears 

is tooth crack. Tooth crack increases the vibration and also generates noise. Previous studies have shown that tooth stiffness 

will decrease due to any crack and it is important to estimate the magnitude of reduction of tooth stiffness. This research 

suggests a new analytical approach for crack modeling and determining the reduction of time-varying gear mesh stiffness by 

Elastic Spring Method (ESM). Based on this approach, two or more cracks can be considered in one tooth. However, 

previous studies have primarily concentrated on one crack. In addition, it should be voted that each crack is replaced by one 

linear and one torsional spring in the present study. The results that were obtained from this method are validated through a 

comparison with Limit Line Method (LLM) and Finite Element Method (FEM). 

© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 

Keywords: Spur Gear - Tooth Crack – Mesh Stiffness –Analytical Approach- Finite Element Method; 

1. Introduction 

Like other components in the industry, gears which are 

made of teeth are subject to certain damages. Tooth crack 

is an unwanted phenomenon, and can cause serious and 

costly damages. Time-varying mesh stiffness is the main 

reason of vibration in gears [1]. There exist some studies 

on assessing mesh stiffness. The FEM [2, 3] and 

Analytical Method (AM) have been and are being applied 

for computing mesh stiffness. Wang and Howard [4] 

applied FEM to compute the torsional stiffness of a spur 

gear pair.  Weber [5] and Cornell [6] applied AM to 

calculate the gear mesh stiffness, while Kasuba and Evans 

[7] computed the same through a digitization approach. 

Yang and Lin [8] calculated the mesh stiffness of spur 

gears through the potential energy method by considering 

bending, axial compressive and Hertzian energy.  

The existence of the cracks in the gear teeth is 

considered as stiffness reduction. The most common 

method applied in reducing modulus of elasticity at crack 

location [9]. The effect of the crack propagation size on 

the mesh stiffness is studied by Tian [10]. Wu et al. [11] 

assessed this effect on the dynamic response of a gearbox. 

Pandya and Parey [12, 13] assessed the effect of the crack 

path on mesh stiffness subject to different gear parameters, 

such as pressure angle, fillet radius, contact ratio, and 

backup ratio.  

An analytical approach is presented by Chaari [14] to 

evaluate reduction in total gear mesh stiffness due to crack 

propagation, and a FEM model is used to verify the results 

obtained in an analytic manner. A modified mathematical 

model is proposed by Zhou [15] on crack growth in the 

tooth root. Two additional scenarios of (a constant crack 

depth with a varying crack length and a constant crack 

length with a varying crack depth) for cracks are presented 

by Chen & Shao [16]. An analytical approach to calculate 

the mesh stiffness and model the crack propagation with a 

non-uniform parabolic path depth is proposed by 

Mohammad [17]. 

Liming and Yimin [18] studied the effect of tooth root 

crack on the mesh stiffness and dynamic response of spur 

gear pair considering a half-sinusoidal function for crack 

propagation path based on the real crack profile. Zaigang 

et al. [19] assessed the effect of crack on the fillet-

foundation stiffness of gear and by comparison with FEM 

result proved that the load carrying zone depends on the 

tooth root crack depth in calculating the fillet-foundation 

stiffness. Wu et al. [20] studied the effect of tooth root 

crack on the mesh stiffness and dynamic response of spur 

gear system by LLM and FEM and compared their results 

with the experimental signals. 

In the most available studies, the LLM is applied to 

reduce tooth thickness and calculating the total mesh 

stiffness, where considering two or more cracks in one 

tooth is impossible. In the method presented here, by 

defining torsional and linear springs instead of the cracks, 

two or more cracks with constant or variable crack depths 

through the whole tooth width or any length at any 

location of the tooth can be modeled. 

2. Mathematical Model 

This section contains two subsections, the first is the 

mesh stiffness analytical calculation and the latter is a new 

approach for the crack modeling in the mesh stiffness. 

* Corresponding author e-mail: poursina@eng.ui.ac.ir. 
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2.1. Analytical Calculation of Mesh stiffness 

The mesh stiffness analytical calculation is the most 

known and repeatedly explained method, but it is 

necessary to mention it here before proposing the new 

crack modeling approach. Mesh stiffness is a parameter 

subject to gear parameters such as module, number of 

teeth, pressure angle, face width, hub bore radius and 

material properties. The stiffness of a pair of teeth (single 

mesh) is obtained by calculating bending (𝑘𝑏), shear (𝑘𝑠), 

axial (𝑘𝑎), fillet-foundation stiffness (𝑘𝑓) of each tooth 

and contact stiffness (𝑘ℎ) of the teeth as Eqs. (1) to (5) 

[21]: 

1

𝐾ℎ

=
4(1 − 𝜈2)

𝜋𝐸𝐿
 (1) 

1

𝑘𝑏

= ∫
((𝑑 − 𝑥) cos(𝑎𝑚) − ℎ sin(𝑎𝑚))2

𝐸 𝐼𝑥

𝑑

0

 𝑑𝑥 (2) 

1

𝑘𝑠

= ∫
1.2 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝑎𝑚)

𝐺 𝐴𝑥

𝑑

0

 𝑑𝑥 (3) 

1

𝑘𝑎

= ∫
 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝑎𝑚)

𝐸 𝐴𝑥

𝑑

0

 𝑑𝑥 (4) 

1

𝐾𝑓

=
 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝑎𝑚)

𝐿. 𝐸
[𝐿∗ (

𝑢𝑓

𝑆𝑓

)

2

+ 𝑀∗ (
𝑢𝑓

𝑆𝑓

)

+ 𝑃∗(1 + 𝑄∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑎𝑚))] 

(5) 

where, ℎ, 𝛼𝑚, 𝑥, 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑 are defined in Fig. 1;  𝐸, 𝐺, 

and υ are the Young's modulus, shear modulus and 

Poisson's ratio of gear material respectively. L is the gear 

face width; 𝐴𝑥 is the tooth section area at point 𝑥 measured 

from 𝐴𝑥 = (2ℎ𝑥)𝐿; and 𝐼𝑥 is the moment inertia of tooth 

section area at point 𝑥 measured through 𝐼𝑥 =
1

12
(2ℎ𝑥)3𝐿 =

2

3
ℎ𝑥

3𝐿 ; the definition of 𝑢𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , 𝐿∗,𝑀∗, 

𝑃∗ and 𝑄∗ are presented in [22]. 

After calculating the stiffness for pinion and gear, total 

single stiffness (𝐾𝑒) is calculated as Eq.(6) [21]: 

where the first four terms relate to pinion and the last 

four terms related to gear. 

 
Figure 1. Tooth parameters 

2.2. Analytical Crack Model 

The issue of crack in the tooth root is the focus of many 

studies. The crack originates from freedom circle and 

extends to the center of the tooth on the root and then 

extends to other side of the tooth in a symmetric manner. 

In general, the types of cracks in the root are of two 

categories (Fig. 2): 

1. Overall crack with constant depth 

2. Non-overall crack with varying depth 

 
Figure 2. Cracked tooth (a) Overall crack with constant depth (b) 
Non-overall crack with varying depth 

For modeling and calculating stiffness reduction of the 

cracked tooth, equivalent springs are applied. In this 

application the subject tooth is divided into two parts at the 

crack location, and the crack is replaced by linear and 

torsional springs, Fig. 3, subjected to a specified force and 

torque respectively. The stiffness of the springs are related 

to the depth of the crack and the thickness of the tooth in 

the crack region. In this model, the linear spring undergoes 

the shear force and torsional spring becomes subject to 

flexural torque. To assemble the linear and torsional 

springs, it is necessary to convert the angular deflection of 

the torsional spring to linear deflection by multiply it in the 

corresponding arm. After calculating the deflection due to 

rotation of torsional spring (𝛿𝑡) and the deflection of linear 

spring (𝛿𝑙) by Eqs. (7) and (8), their stiffness can be 

calculated as Eq. (9): 

𝛿𝑡 =
2 ℎ𝑐

𝐸  𝐴𝑐

 𝑞𝑡(𝜆) (𝐹. 𝑢2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑚 − 𝐹. ℎ2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝑚) (7) 

𝛿𝑙 =
2 𝐹 ℎ𝑐

𝐸 𝐼𝑐

 𝑞𝑙(𝜆) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑚 (8) 

𝑘𝑡 =
𝐹

𝛿𝑡

 ,   𝑘𝑙 =
𝐹

𝛿𝑙

 (9) 

where, ℎ, 𝑢 and 𝐹 are defined in Fig. 3; 𝑘𝑙 and 𝑘𝑡 are 

the linear and torsional spring stiffness respectively, ℎ𝑐 is 

the width of the tooth; 𝐴𝑐 and 𝐼𝑐 are area and area moment 

of inertia in the crack section respectively. 

 𝑞𝑡(𝜆) and 𝑞𝑙(𝜆) are the functions related to the crack 

depth ratio that for the tooth with a rectangular section are 

expressed by Eq.(10) and (11) [23]: 

𝑞𝑡(𝜆)  =  (
𝜆 

1 − 𝜆
)

2

(0.99

− 𝜆(1 − 𝜆)(1.3 − 1.2𝜆 + 0.7𝜆2)) 

(10) 

𝑞𝑙(𝜆) =  (
𝜆

1 − 𝜆
)

2

(5.93 − 19.69 𝜆 + 37.14 𝜆2

− 35.84 𝜆3  + 13.12 𝜆4) 

(11) 

where, 𝜆 is the crack depth ratio and calculated by 

Eq.(12): 

𝜆 =
𝑞𝑐 sin 𝛼𝑐

ℎ𝑐

  (12) 

After calculating 𝑘𝑙 and 𝑘𝑡 the total mesh stiffness is 

expressed by Eq(13): 

𝐾𝑒

=
1

1
𝐾𝑎𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑏𝑝
+

1
𝐾𝑠𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑓𝑝
+

1
𝐾ℎ

+
1

𝐾𝑎𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑏𝑔

+
1

𝐾𝑠𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑓𝑔

 (6) 
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𝐾𝑒 =
1

1
𝐾𝑎𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑏𝑝
+

1
𝐾𝑠𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑓𝑝
+

1
𝐾ℎ

+
1

𝐾𝑎𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑏𝑔

+
1

𝐾𝑠𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑓𝑔

+
1

𝐾𝑡𝑝
+

1
𝐾𝑙𝑝

 

(13) 

where, 𝑘𝑡𝑝 and 𝑘𝑙𝑝 are the stiffness of the equivalent 

springs on the pinion. 

 
Figure 3. Cracked tooth model with torsional and linear spring 

2.2.1. Tooth with two cracks 

A tooth with two cracks is modeled in Fig. 4 where the 

mentioned springs are applied. The first crack is in tooth 

root, and the other is in pitch circle. At pitch location, 

when load position is below the crack location, no stiffness 

reduction takes place, while, when load position is above 

the crack location, the tooth is divided into three slices and 

the same calculation for stiffness reduction is made. After 

calculating 𝐾𝑡 and 𝐾𝑙  for the first and second cracks using 

Eqs. (14) and (15), the total mesh stiffness is calculated 

through Eq. (16): 

1

𝐾𝑡

=
1

𝐾𝑡1

+
1

𝐾𝑡2

 (14) 

1

𝐾𝑙

=
1

𝐾𝑙1

+
1

𝐾𝑙2

 (15) 

𝐾𝑒1 =
1

1
𝐾𝑎𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑏𝑝
+

1
𝐾𝑠𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑓𝑝
+

1
𝐾ℎ

+
1

𝐾𝑎𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑏𝑔

+

1
𝐾𝑠𝑔

+
1

𝐾𝑓𝑔
+

1
𝐾𝑡𝑝

+
1

𝐾𝑙𝑝

 

(16) 

 
Figure 2. Modeling of the tooth with two cracks 

2.2.2. Tooth with varying crack depths 

A tooth with one crack that its depth (𝑞(𝑧)) follows a 

parabolic function along the tooth width shown in Fig. 5. 

When the crack length is less than the whole tooth width 

the following holds true (Eq.(17)) [21]: 

{
𝑞(𝑧) = 𝑞0√

𝑤𝑐 − 𝑧

𝑤𝑐

                     0 < 𝑧 < 𝑤𝑐

𝑞(𝑧) = 0                                           𝑧 ≥ 𝑤𝑐

 (17) 

where, 𝑤 is the tooth width, 𝑤𝑐  is the crack length, and 

𝑞0 is the maximum crack depth (Fig. 5). When the crack 

length extends through the tooth width the following holds 

true (Eq. (18)): 

𝑞(𝑧) = √
𝑞0

2 − 𝑞2
2

𝐿
𝑧 + 𝑞2

2 (18) 

To obtain the stiffness reduction for tooth with varying 

crack depths, the tooth face is divided into many slices and 

the previous equation are applied to calculate the crack 

depth in each slice. Then, the equivalent springs are 

modeled in each slice and whole stiffness of springs in all 

slices is obtained by adding all of them. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. Modeling of gear tooth crack with non-uniform 
distribution. (a) Modeling of the cracked tooth, (b) crack depth 

distribution along the tooth width [21] 

3. Result and discussion 

To verify this proposed approach, a single stage 

gearbox is considered like that of [21]. The gear 

parameters are presented in Table 1, through which three 

examples are solved. 
Table 1. Gear parameters [21] 

gear pinion Parameters 

25 30 Number of teeth 

2 2 Module (mm) 

20 20 Tooth width (mm) 

1.63 1.63 Contact ratio 

20 20 Pressure angle (deg.) 

200 200 Young′s modulus (GPa) 

0.3 0.3 Poisson′s ratio 

The mesh stiffness results for different crack sizes that 

are mentioned in Table 2, drawn by Mohammed [21] are 

shown in Fig. 6-a, and the present results are shown in Fig. 

6-b. It is obvious that the change patterns in both diagrams 

are similar and the values are the same approximately. The 

maximum difference is in 1.8 mm crack size with about 3 

% difference. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Time-varying gear-mesh stiffness for crack with 

constant depth (a) obtained by Mohammed [21] and (b) obtained 

in this study 

Table 2. Data for crack with constant depth [21] 

Case 𝑞0 (𝑚𝑚) CL % 

𝛼𝑐 = 70° 

1 0 0 

2 0.3 8.06 

3 0.6 16.12 

4 0.9 24.19 

5 1.2 32.25 

6 1.5 40.32 

7 1.8 48.38 

In the second example, the results of the crack with 

non-uniform depth are compared with the results of 

Mohammed [24]. The result presented in Fig. 7 indicates a 

good agreement and validates the approach developed in 

this study. Crack properties of the driven gear are tabulated 

in Table 3. 

Table 3. Data for crack with non-uniform depth [24] 

Case 𝑞0 (𝑚𝑚) 𝑤𝑐 (𝑚𝑚) 𝑞2 (𝑚𝑚) 

𝛼𝑐 = 70° 

1 0 0 0 

2 0.2 5 0 

3 0.4 10 0 

4 0.6 15 0 

5 0.8 20 0 

6 1.0 20 0.45 

7 1.2 20 0.7 

8 1.4 20 0.925 

9 1.6 20 1.14 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Time-varying mesh stiffness for non-uniform depth 

cracks (a) LLM used by Mohammed [24] and (b) ESM 

In the third example, a tooth with two cracks as shown 

in Fig. 4 is of concern. The first crack is at tooth root and 

the second is at the pitch circle. Crack properties are 

tabulated in Table 4. The limit line method is unable to 

model two cracks in one tooth. So, the result of the 

proposed method is compared with the FEM. This 

example is modeled and simulated in Abaqus software by 

dynamic implicit solution method in plain stress condition 

and the cracks are modeled by the contour integral method. 

The element shapes and the meshing method that is used in 

the gears whole body is mesh quad free, except the cracks 

tip regions in the pinion tooth that mesh quad-dominated 

sweep is used. The numbers of elements in pinion and gear 

are 3211 and 5974 respectively. The element type was 

standard - Linear and contact defined as surface to surface 

with frictionless tangential behavior. The stress contour of 

modeled gears with only one tooth in contact is shown in 

Fig.8. 

 
Figure 8. FEM Model 
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When the contact point is below the second crack zone, 

no reduction takes place. When the crack length in tooth 

root increases, the influence of the second crack will be 

decreased, a careful observation of Fig. 9 will prove this 

claim. 

Table 4. data for two cracks 

Case 
Root Crack 

𝑞1 (𝑚𝑚) 

Pitch Crack 

𝑞2 (𝑚𝑚) 

𝛼𝑐 = 70° 
1 0 0 

2 0 1 

3 1.8 0 

4 1.8 1 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. Single mesh stiffness for a tooth with two cracks (a) 
AM result (b) FEM result 

4. Conclusions 

The results of this investigation show that the modeling 

two cracks in one tooth are obtainable by this newly 

proposed approach (ESM). In contrast, it was impossible 

according to previous studies. When the cracked tooth is in 

mesh, the influence of the crack decreases the gear mesh 

stiffness. Furthermore, the effect of a tooth crack on its 

stiffness is modeled by adding torsional and linear springs 

at the crack location.  The recent approach results of single 

mesh stiffness in the case of two cracks in one tooth at the 

root and the pitch circles are compared with the FEM and 

showed the good agreement.The evidence from this study 

suggests that the obtained time-varying gear mesh stiffness 

can be applied in checking the dynamic behavior of the 

gear in the presence of the crack. 
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Abstract 

Transportation industry expands rapidly, fuel is a main cost element in air transportation industry. Worldwide airline 

networks strive to adopt a method, which enables them, to schedule their flights, with the minimum quantity of fuel to 

transport passengers through hub and spoke airlines networks. Therefore, fuel consumption should be investigated as 

economically as possible. To minimize the voyage fuel consumption for a set of aircraft routes, merging airfreight 

transportation routes through the hub and spoke networks plays a significant value in reducing the redundancy of long flights. 

A transshipment network of various numbers of international airports is developed; the developed transshipment network is 

then converted into a transportation network that is assumed to transfer passengers from their source airport to their intended 

destination airport directly. The methodology has been applied to three different real-life cases. Obtained solutions are tested 

and validated. Rationality of solutions are decided. A scientific methodology for the analysis and for the scheduling oqf 

passengers’ transportation is presented. The methodology generated valid solutions that have been found workable which can 

improve transportation economics. 

© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 

Fuel costs are an airline's second largest expense. Only 

labor costs exceed fuel’s cost. In 2000, airlines paid about 

$5.4-billion in fuel costs, (Air Transport Association 

(ATA)). Any increase in fuel costs is usually passed onto  

passengers in the ticket price. Fuel price fluctuations 

and variations in the total operational cost of passenger 

transportation show that an increase (decrease) in fuel 

price leads to rise (fall) in total operation cost. Most of the 

passenger airlines in operation use a hub-and-spoke 

network to route their plane traffic. As shown by Figure 1, 

a hub is a central airport that flights are routed through, 

and spokes are the routes that planes take out of the hub 

airport. Most major airlines have multiple hubs. They 

claim that hubs allow them to offer more flights for 

passengers. Today, most airlines have at least one central 

airport that their flights must go through. From that hub, 

the spoke flights take passengers to select destinations. 

The purpose of the hub-and-spoke system is to save 

airlines money and to give passengers better routes to 

destinations. Airplanes are an airline's most valuable 

commodity, and every flight has certain set of costs. Each 

seat on the plane represents a portion of the total flight 

cost. For each seat that is filled by a passenger, an airline 

lowers its break-even price, which is the seat price at 

which an airline stops losing money and begins to show a 

profit on the flight. 

 
Figure1. Example for a hub-and-spoke network [1]. 

Growth and rapid transformation of the international air 

transport industry is increasing rapidly. Fuel is a main cost 

element in air transport industry. A typical airline spends 

10% of its operating budget on fuel [2]. The global 

mobility and freight of passengers increase in international 

tourism, and the global growth of the economy at large. 

Various factors, such as the world’s largest aviation 

market, the adoption of mid-sized long-haul aircraft, 

* Corresponding author e-mail: altahat@ju.edu.jo. 
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climate changes and depletion of stratospheric Ozone, and 

most importantly emissions of greenhouse gases will 

significantly create substantial fuel related emissions [3].  

In 1990 airlines industry contributed to about 3.5% of 

global gas emissions [4]. This share depends on many 

factors, and energy efficiency is one of them.  

Airlines fuel consumption is a very large cost element 

in transportation industry; it is highly correlated with 

emissions and contributes directly to transport externalities 

[3]. It has been reported how fuel efficiency of commercial 

aircraft has developed since 1930s [4]. Peeters comparing 

large piston-engine aircraft with both old and new jet 

engine, in their macro analysis they revealed an increase in 

fuel consumption per seat-kilometer as piston-engine 

aircraft were replaced by jet- one. As economy depends on 

fuel prices, fuel prices affect airlines operating cost, and 

affects the demand on travel and cargo. In 2003, fuel 

represented about 28% of total operating cost for a typical 

Airbus - A320, by 2006 fuel prices represented about 43% 

of all operating costs [5]. Many studies on fuel 

consumption and conservation have been conducted after 

Arab oil embargo after 1970. David A. Pilati evaluated and 

discussed various fuel saving strategies, [6]. In [7-9] 

various models for managing fuel consumption that 

resulted in fuel saving have been developed in, the 

operational parameters which effect fuel consumption have 

been studied in [10-12]. Alan J. Stolzer [2] examined 

extensively the literature related to fuel consumption 

efforts, and the related statistical methodologies, he stated 

that most fuel consumption studies are concerned with 

engineering rather than operational issues, he 

recommended that the implementation of a hypothesized 

Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) programs at 

airlines is helpful in this management effort. Recently, 

Megan et al. [13] developed a model for the estimation of 

fuel consumption based on two variables, distance and 

seats. It has been reported that airlines are seeking merger 

partners strategically to improved fuel efficiency, reduce 

cost, and boost revenue. That can eliminate network 

redundancy. The reduction of fuel consumption and its 

balance against the impact on passengers is also 

highlighted in [13], across two major US airline mergers, 

they find that the number of non-stop destinations and 

flight frequency per connection dropped significantly 

while the number of passengers increased considerably. It 

has been found in [13] that the fuel savings achieved by 

merged both airline networks. Modeling of fuel 

consumption cost has been considered by several 

researches. An operating cost model is developed in [14] 

by summing fuel consumption, labor costs, and other 

additional costs for specific aircraft types, with the goal of 

comparing aircraft costs parametrically over fuel price. In 

1984 Oster, C. V., Jr., and A. McKey [15] compared the 

operating costs of different computer aircraft and they 

performed a parametric analysis of operating cost versus 

stage length. 

A fuel burn in Kilos per seat per Nautical mile [Kg/ 

seat NM] has been standardized in [3] for airplanes using 

aircraft inventory database. Comparative geographical 

heterogeneity of fuel burn rates among different distance 

and routes in the long-haul market is shown in [3], while 

controlling for seat configuration and stage distance. Zou 

and others [16] presented deterministic and stochastic 

approaches to investigate the efficiency of fuel 

consumption, in their ratio-based analysis, 15 main airlines 

operators in the US. Are considered. A multi-objective 

optimization model has presented in [17] for a robust 

airline schedules, the considered the incremental changes 

of flight schedule and of the aircraft maintenance schedule. 

Their model is solved based simulation; the approach is 

tested by real world data from KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 

significant improvements for the considered objectives 

was addressed.  A network model for airline scheduling is 

proposed in [18], the scheduling model is solvable in a 

real-time environment, and it can be used in sophisticated 

operational and planning systems. The operational crew-

scheduling problem is presented in [19] where both the 

crew pairing, and crew roistering problems are studied 

simultaneously. The importance of minimizing the total 

passenger waiting time is highlighted in [20, 21]. A 

heuristic that minimizes the number of canceled flights and 

the total passengers waiting time. A network models to 

determine aircraft swaps and flight cancelations are 

presented in [22, and 23]. Recent work on scheduling is 

found in [24-28]. This paper is expected to provide an 

assessment tool for reducing fuel consumption and 

consequently costs of transporting passengers and goods 

by airplanes through the hub and spoke networks. The 

main idea behind that is to minimize the voyage fuel 

consumption for a set of aircraft routes, as well as 

considering an adjustment on airports and the type of 

airplanes deployed on the destinations, merging airfreight 

transportation routes through the hub and spoke networks 

plays a significant value in reducing the redundancy of 

long flights. The proposed hub and spoke model is 

expected to enhance transportation efficiency through 

simplifying a network of routes. Airline companies may 

take advantage of the concept as it is expected to 

revolutionize the way airlines are run. A generic operation 

research model for the hub-and-spoke airlines network 

shown in figure 2 will be formulated subjected to traveling 

needs of passengers with the minimum fuel consumption 

airlines network. 

The proposed model should capture some realistic 

shipping constraints, such as passengers transporting time, 

demand, destinations, and some other important factors. 

The main idea of our constructive insertion approach is to 

minimize fuel consumption for each main aircraft route, as 

well as considering an adjustment on airports called and 

the type of airplanes deployed on the main aircraft route. 

Satisfying the travelling needs of passengers through a hub 

and spoke networks will enable us to minimize the number 

of aircrafts travelling through the networks, yielding an 

expected savings in aircrafts fuel. 

2. Materials and Methods 

An attempt to formulate a generic model for a 

worldwide hub-and-spoke airlines network composed of N 

hubs, each hub composed of (mn) spokes as depicted in 

Figure 2, will be conducted. The proposed model should 

result in a route matrix of an adequate number of airplanes, 

satisfying travelling needs for long distance passengers, 

with the best fuel consumption, within the whole network 

paradigm. In this model, passengers are assumed to travel 
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from any airport source (spoke or hub) through any 

airport(s) (spoke or hub) to their destination airport.  

2.1. Nomenclature  

Nomenclature and notations shown in table 1 are used 

to formulate the proposed model. 

2.2. Model Formulation  

A suggested mathematical equation for the computation 

of the fuel consumption per passenger seat occupied for a 

travelling passenger between airport (i) and airport (j) is as 

follows:  
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The objective function in equation (2), and the 

constraints in equations (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), constitute 

an operations research model, which can be used to 

estimate fuel consumption. The model depends on distance 

between airports (dij), aircraft performance in terms of rate 

of fuel consumption per hour of traveling from i to j, and 

the airplane speed of traveling from i to j in Kilometer per 

hour. 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic Illustration of (n) Hub (mn) Spoke Paradigm. 

Table 1. Nomenclature and notations 

N Total Number of hubs in the paradigm 

n The nth hub in the paradigm, n = {1, 2 . . . N} 

Mn Total Number of spokes of the nth hub paradigm 

mn The mth spoke of the nth hub in the paradigm, mn = {1n, 2n . . . Mn},  

L Total airports involved in the paradigm  

i Origin city airport index (Source node), i= {1, 2, . . . L}, 

j Destination city airport index (Destination node) j= {1, 2, . . . L},  

cij Unit transportation cost from origin city airport (i) to destination city (j) in term of the fuel consumed per passenger per 
occupied seat. 

xij Unit to be shipped from origin city airport (i) to destination city airport (j) 

 

bi Unit of supply on origin city airport (i),  L}. . . 2, {1,i
1




,   xb
L

j
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aj Unit of demand on destination city airport (j)  L}. . . 2, {1,
1




,   jxa
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i
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OSij Occupied Seats (OS) of an airplane traveling from origin city airport (i) to destination city airport (j). Seat/ airplane 

acij Airplane Capacity travelling from origin city airport (i) to destination  
city airport (j).Seat/ airplane 

dij Travelling distance in Kilometer from origin city airport (i) to destination city airport (j).  

fij Rate of fuel consumption per hour of the airplane traveling from origin city airport (i) to destination city airport (j). Litters/( 

hour. airplane) 

sij Speed of the airplane traveling from origin city airport (i) to destination city airport (j) in Kilometer per hour. 

kij Number of airplanes required to be utilized between origin city airports (i) to destination city airport (j). 
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2.3. Solution Methodology 

To obtain a valid solution, the following methodology, 

which is depicted in Figure 3, is followed: 

1. Sketch the situation: A hub and spoke paradigm of (n) 

hub, (mn) spoke should be formulated as a 

transshipment network. A regular outline that describes 

the situation correctly and precisely with relevant data 

to the situation should be presented. 

2. Identify N: Identifying the number of system hubs. 

3. Identify the spokes mn for each hub (n), n = 1, 2,…, N: 

Identifying spokes and there related hubs. 

4. Computing L: Total number of cities is computed using 

equation (3). 

5. I- Vector construction: Identify indices of the airports, 

usually i = 1, 2, . . . .  ., L. 

6. J- Vector construction: Identify destination cities 

airports indices j = 1, 2, 3 . . . L. 

7. D- Matrix construction: Identify the travel distance (dij) 

in Kilometer from origin city i to destination city j. 

8. AC- Matrix construction: Identify airplane capacity 

(acij) travelling from i to j. 

9. OS- Matrix construction: Identify occupied seats (osij) 

of an airplane traveling from i to j. 

10. F- Matrix construction: Identify rate of fuel consumed 

per hour (fij) by an airplane traveling from i to j. 

11. S- Matrix construction: Identify the speed of an 

airplane (sij) traveling from i to j. 

12. C- Matrix estimation: Estimate a passenger travelling 

fuel consumption (cij) from origin city i to destination 

city j based on equation (1), excel spreadsheets are 

recommended to be used. 

13. A- Vector construction: Identify original demand at 

every destination city j (aj), then compute total demand.  

14. B- Vector construction: Identify original supply at 

every origin city i (bi), then compute total supply.  

15. Network balance check: To proceed correctly, total 

demand should equal total supply. If total demand does 

not equal total supply, a dummy source/ destination 

should be added to the network, with a quantity of 

supply/ demand equal to the difference between total 

supply and total demand. A zero-cost coefficient should 

be assigned to all dummy cells; accordingly, all the 

previous steps should be modified. 

16. Buffer (Bu) computation: Buffer is computed using 

equation (6).  

17. AA Vector construction: Compute total demand at 

every destination city j (aaj), which is computed 

according to the following equation:  
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18. Computing BB vector, total supply at every origin city 

i, (bbi), is computed according to equation (9): 
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19. Formulating the transportation model of the problem in 

tableau format.  

20. Solving the problem: Tora software is used.   

21. Solution explanation and validation. 

3. Variant Real-Life Cases 

The core of the problem of this research is to find 

passengers’ routes, which will yield the minimum fuel 

consumption for the transferring of the passengers within 

the hub and spoke paradigm. The inputs to the estimation 

of the fuel consumed per passenger seat problem are just 

the result of another suboptimal planning problem – the 

location of hubs and spoke airports problem.  
Even the fuel consumed per passenger seat problem 

described in this thesis is to some extent a simplification of 

the real problem. By employing a rule modeling tool and 

generic model, which do not make any assumption on the 

structure of the problem to be solved, the fuel consumption 

per passenger seat problem supports a sufficiently accurate 

modeling of the real-world estimation of fuel consumption 

in a hypothesized hub and spoke paradigm. 

 

Figure 3. Two hub-spoke groups over other six airports with 

corresponding supply demand. 

3.1. Case Study 1: Royal Jordanian Airplanes outing 

The Royal Jordanian (RJ) airlines is the flag carrier 

airline of Jordan with its head office in Amman, Jordan. RJ 

offers international services from its main base at Queen 

Alia International Airport in Jordan. RJ is utilizing two 

hub-spoke groups connecting long haul passengers through 

their fleet over other six airports as indicated in figure 4. 

Cost parameters {sij, fij, ocij, acij, dij}, demand (bi) and 

supply (aj) between cities airports, are reported in table 2. 

Using equation (1), the fuel consumed per passenger for a 

specific route (cij), (liters per occupied passenger seat) is 

calculated and recorded in table 3. The transshipment 

network should be balanced. In this model, the supply is (= 

3,746) which equals to the total demand (= 3,746), the 

Buffer quantity (Bu) is determined; {(Bu) = Total supply = 

Total Demand = 3,746}. Airports are classified into: pure 

demand airport, transit airport, and pure supply airport.  

Accordingly, supply and demand are adjusted using 

equation (8) and equation (9). The resultant transportation 

model is then solved using TORA Windows ® version 

2.00, 2006. TORA is not a solver. It is a demo for students. 

More standard solvers should be used, but TORA can do 

the job for this research.  
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Figure 4. Two hub-spoke groups over other six airports with corresponding supply, demand, and unit transportation costs 

Table 2. Cost function parameters between cities airports [14] 

 
Destination airport (j) Supply 

(bi) 

Adjusted 

Supply (bbi) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

O
ri

g
in

 a
ir

p
o

rt
 (

i)
 

1 

dij ∞ 238 473 631 253 1162 1291 2023 

772 4518 

acij - 100 136 110 136 136 136 136 

ocij - 93 90 95 135 119 120 120 

fij - 2000 2000 2000 1600 3900 2800 2850 

sij - 124 317 680 276 559 596 676 

2 

dij 238 ∞ 563 814 447 473 1466 2142 

379 4125 

acij 100 - 136 136 136 136 136 136 

ocij 80 - 30 50 64 50 55 50 

fij 2000 - 4500 4500 2900 4500 3500 3000 

sij 124 - 684 330 312 628 419 826 

3 

dij 473 563 ∞ 1263 381 1218 1614 2417 

419 4165 

acij 136 136 - 136 136 136 283 283 

ocij 82 35 - 50 67 49 61 75 

fij 2000 4500 - 4000 2950 2000 1750 1500 

sij 317 648 - 543 300 563 570 606 

4 

dij 631 814 1263 ∞ 619 1427 614 1400 

458 4204 

acij 110 136 136 - 136 136 136 283 

ocij 86 55 52 - 55 80 70 60 

fij 2000 4500 4000 - 3000 3500 4000 4000 

sij 680 330 543 - 656 514 646 580 

5 

dij 253 447 381 619 ∞ 986 1226 2054 

633 4379 

acij 136 136 136 136 - 136 136 136 

ocij 100 100 99 109 - 60 90 75 

fij 1600 2900 2950 3000 - 1300 1300 1300 

sij 276 312 300 656 - 538 559 715 

6 

dij 1162 473 1218 1427 986 ∞ 853 1701 

362 4108 

acij 136 136 136 136 136 - 136 136 

ocij 58 59 49 45 67 - 45 39 

fij 3900 4500 2000 3500 1300 - 4500 3500 

sij 559 628 563 514 538 - 683 583 

7 

dij 1291 1466 1614 614 1226 853 ∞ 874 

345 4091 

acij 136 136 136 136 136 136 - 136 

ocij 59 55 61 25 73 50 - 22 

fij 2800 3500 1750 4000 1300 4500 - 4500 

sij 596 419 570 646 559 683 - 524 

8 

dij 2023 2142 2417 1400 2054 1701 874 ∞ 

378 4124 

acij 136 136 283 283 136 136 136 - 

ocij 57 43 75 75 78 30 20 - 

fij 2850 3000 1500 4000 1300 3500 4500 - 

sij 676 826 606 580 715 583 524 - 

Demand (aj) 522 440 456 449 539 438 461 441 3746 - 

Adjusted demand (aaj) 4268 4186 4202 4195 4285 4184 4207 4187 -  
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Based on North-west corner method solution is 

obtained, solution is presented in figure 5, it represents 

the number of passengers who must be transferred 

between each route, with minimum fuel consumption of 

$3,552,307 for the whole paradigm. 

Amman Aqaba

Beirut

Cairo
Baghdad

Jeddah

Dubai
Riyadh

4204

4022

4108

78103

4195

3930

162

4165

83

272

3

161

4124

4104

 

Figure 5. Optimal number of passengers routing through the 

considered case 

Table 3. Fuel consumption per passenger (cij) computed by 

equation (1) 

 j  Destination airport 

i   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

O
ri

g
in

 a
ir

p
o

rt
 

1 ∞ 44 50 23 11 78 57 81 

2 60 ∞ 560 604 138 184 551 423 

3 60 434 ∞ 506 114 245 377 301 

4 28 499 468 ∞ 127 206 106 759 

5 20 57 52 32 ∞ 90 48 90 

6 328 132 245 653 72 ∞ 377 913 

7 237 551 181 827 73 306 ∞ 2109 

8 357 572 301 486 83 1543 2552 ∞ 

4. Results and discussion 

This paper demonstrates a proposed methodology that 

focuses on creating a route of airplanes between airports 

of hub and spoke paradigm with the minimum fuel 

consumption. It develops an operations research model 

with single linear objective function. The intended model 

resulted in a routing solution that satisfies some 

travelling needs of passengers belonging to the hub and 

spoke network with the minimum fuel consumption of 

airlines fleets, which is expected to decrease the total 

costs incurred by airliners. The effectiveness of the 

proposed model and the efficiency of the proposed 

methodology have been assessed, using the shown 

numerical example based that mimic real-life situations.   

The model has been created based on the relaxation 

of the considered hub and spoke paradigm resulting with 

a capacitated hub and spoke network model, then 

formulated as transshipment model. The generated 

transshipment model is then converted to a transportation 

problem, where hub and spoke airports are considered as 

a source nodes and a destination nodes. Each source 

airport has a fixed supply of passengers; the entire supply 

must be distributed to the destination airports. Similarly, 

each destination airport has a fixed demand for 

passengers, where this entire demand must be received 

from the sources. A transportation problem will have a 

feasible solution if and only if, entire supply equals the 

entire demand, if this not the case the transportation 

model should be fit by introducing a dummy destination 

airport or a dummy source airport. The developed model 

is composed of:  

1. A linear single objective function is derived.  That 

depends on:  

 Travelling distance {dij Kilometer from origin airport 

(i) to destination airport (j)},  

 Airplane capacity (acij) travelling from i to j,  

 (c) standard rate of fuel consumed per hour by an 

airplane traveling from i to j,  

 Occupied seats (osij) of an airplane traveling from i to 

j, and   

 The standard speed of an airplane (sij) traveling from i 

to j.  

2. A total number of constraints equals to
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nMNL , these constraints assure 

that the model satisfying all the transshipment 

demand as well as the original external demand. 

When there is a need to introduce a dummy source/ 

destination   number of constraints equals to
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. Accordingly, the 

considered case has 16 constraints.  

3. A total number of decision variables equals to
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Accordingly, the considered case has 64 decision 

variables.  

4. The considered case has 16 constraints and 15 

optimal basic variables.  

5. Non-negativity constraints. 

A linear formulation of the transshipment network of 

the considered case is developed as an alternative 

solution method based on the following; (a) Supply at 

each pure supply node (i), Table 4. (b) The transshipment 

quantity at each transshipment node (k) as shown in table 

5 and table 6. Transshipment quantity is equal to the 

buffer quantity if the transshipment node is incapacitated 

and demand on the transshipment node if any, otherwise 

is equal to the assigned capacity. And (c) demand at each 

pure demand node (j) as shown in table 6. 

Considering the transshipment network depicted in 

figure 6, if (xik) is the transshipped quantity from (i) to 

(k) with a unit transportation cost of (cik), and (ykj) is the 

transshipped quantity from (k) to (j) with a unit 

transportation cost of (ckj). Then the transshipment 

network can be modeled mathematically by the 

following set equations. 
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Table 4. Supply at each pure supply node 

Node Amman Beirut Cairo Baghdad Aqaba Jeddah Riyadh Daubi Total 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3746 

Si 772 379 419 458 633 362 345 378 

Table 5. Transshipment quantity at each transshipment node (k) 

Node Amman Beirut Cairo Baghdad Aqaba Jeddah Riyadh Daubi Total 

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
22968 

Tk 3746 3746 3746 3746 3746 3746 3746 3746 

Table 6. Demand at each pure demand node (j) 

Node Amman Beirut Cairo Baghdad Aqaba Jeddah Riyadh Daubi Total 

j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3746 

Di 522 440 456 449 539 438 461 441 

i
i = 1, .. I

Si k
k =1, . . K

cik

xik

j
j= 1, . . J

ckj

ykj

Dj

 
Figure 6. WIP flow and input-output relationship between resources and activity center 
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The problem is solved as a linear operations research 

model using the roots of Simplex algorithm, Tora for 

windows version 2 is applied, then solutions are finalized, 

then the solution is converted into a schedule of airplanes. 

Validity of solutions has been upraised when the obtained 

solutions discussed with Royal Jordanian airline 

scheduling manager, and when model output compared 

with historical data under similar input conditions. The 

interpretation of equation (2), (4), (5), and (7) of the 

proposed model, is also a good indicator for solution 

validation, it has been found that the optimal fuel 

consumption cost;   

  003,552,307.
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Subject to supply of each origin airport in the travelling 

paradigm is satisfied, accordingly;  
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Similarly, supply of all other origin airport is checked 

and found to be satisfied. In addition, demand of each 

destination airport in the travelling paradigm is checked 

and it has been satisfied for all destination airport, for 

example;  
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5. Conclusions 

This research can act as a managerial guide for airlines 

scheduling as well as a reference for future research in this 

field. One major finding of this paper is an optimal airline 

routes that distribute the entire passengers from source 

locations to their intended destinations in a hub and spoke 

paradigm, with the minimum fuel consumption, 

accordingly an airline schedule can be produced. One 

advantage of the presented model is the ability to convert 

the solution into schedule of airplanes in term of the 

number of airplanes to be assigned between any two 

airports in the paradigm network. 

Validation of the results indicates that such routes and 

schedules can be implemented in hub and spoke airline 

paradigm where an acceptable fuel consumption cast and a 

proper behavior of the system is expected. Obtained 

solutions reveal that the proposed model generates 

solutions that are adequately reasonable. Model output 

found to be acceptable it does not include surprises, and it 

does make sense airline scheduling manager. Therefore, 

solutions can be implemented.  

Furthermore, simulation modeling, queuing theory, 

dynamic programming may be configured for this type of 

work as a future extension to obtain a valid model output. 
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Abstract 

In this study, two different gene expression programming models were applied to predict surface roughness of end 

milling. The differences between the two models were the number of genes, chromosomes, head size, and the linking 

function. To construct the models, 84 pair input-target data were collected by the experimental procedure, randomly parted 

into 60 and 24 data sets and then were trained and tested respectively by the suggested models. The spindle speed, cutting 

feed and depth of cut were the independent input parameters. According to these input parameters, the roughness of the 

surface in the end-milling process at different cutting conditions was predicted. The training and testing results in the gene 

expression programming models have presented an acceptable potential for predicting roughness values of end-milling in the 

considered range. 
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1. Introduction 

Surface roughness is one of the most common element 

measurements in the machining processes. Surface 

roughness is tangible parameter to quantify the quality of 

the machined surfaces. In machining processes, surface 

roughness is needed to be as low as possible. Modeling 

techniques for the prediction of surface roughness (Ra) can 

be categorized into three groups which are analytical 

models, experimental models and Artificial Intelligence 

(AI)-based models [1]. Analytical and experimental 

models can be developed by using predictable approaches 

such as the statistical regression technique. On the other 

hand, AI-based models are established using non-

conventional methodologies such as Fuzzy Logic, 

Artificial Neural Network, Genetic programming, and gene 

expression programming (GP) [1]. 

Different fuzzy logic and artificial neural network 

schemes have been broadly used for the selection of the 

working conditions in machining processes [2-10]. Gene 

expression programming gained broad consideration due 

to its capability to model nonlinear relationships for input-

output mappings. Several studies have employed gene 

expression programming models for building industry 

problems. Aldas et al. [11] developed a genetic operation 

tree to study the effect of machining parameters and 

reinforcement content on thrust force during drilling of 

hybrid composites. Sener and Kurtarn [12] employed a 

genetic algorithm to optimize process parameters for 

rectangular cup deep drawing. Yeh and Lien [13] 

developed a genetic operation tree to predict concrete 

strength. Vijaykumar et al. [14] applied gene expression 

programming to control the parameter of bidirectional 

CFRP composite pip.  

In the present study, surface roughness as a 

performance indicator of end milling at different variations 

of spindle speed (N), cutting feed (F) and depth of cut (D) 

has been modeled by Gene expression programming. A 

total number of 84 data were collected from the 

experimental procedures, trained and tested using gene 

expression programming. The obtained results were 

compared by experimental ones to test the power of 

genetic programming for forecasting the surface roughness 

in the end milling process. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

The experiment used a Bridgeport end-milling 

machine. Eight 3/4'' four-flute HSS cutting tools were 

used. Dry machining has been employed. The experiment 

was performed on aluminum work pieces [2]. Figure 1 

shows the experiment setup. The cutting parameters were 

set as: four levels of spindle speed (750, 1000, 1250, 1500 

rpm), seven levels of feed rate (150, 225, 300, 375, 450, 

525, 600 mm/min), and three levels of depth of cut (0.25, 

0.75, 1.25 mm). In this experimental study, the roughness 

measurements for surfaces were repeated three times using 

micro-meters. The measured surface roughness was the 

response variable. The surface roughness data were 

* Corresponding author e-mail: hayajneh@just.edu.jo. 
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collected randomly for each of the 84 machining 

conditions defined by the levels of independent variables. 

Among 84 collected experimental sets, 60 sets were 

randomly chosen as a training set for the genetic 

programming models (Table 1) and the remaining 24 sets 

were used as testing the generalization capability of the 

proposed models (Table 2). 

3. Genetic Programming and Gene Expression 

Programming Theory 

Genetic programming (GP) is proposed by Koza [15]. 

It is a generalization of genetic algorithms (GAs) [16]. 

Genetic programming attempts to use computer programs 

as its data representation. Similarly, to GA, GP needs only 

the problem to be defined. Then, the program searches for 

a solution in a problem-independent manner [16]. Genetic 

programming breeds computer programs to solve problems 

by implementing the following three steps: 

1. Create an initial population of random compositions of 

the functions and terminals of the problem. 

2. Execute iteratively the following sub steps until the 

termination criterion has been satisfied:  

 Execute each program in the population and allocate 

the fitness value using the fitness measure. 

 Create a new population of computer programs by 

applying the following operations: Reproduction: (i) 

Copy an existing program to the new population, (ii) 

Crossover: Generate new offspring program(s) for the 

new population by remerging arbitrarily chosen parts of 

two existing programs and (iii) Mutation. Create one 

new offspring program for the new population by 

arbitrarily changing a randomly chosen part of one 

existing program. 

3. The program that is categorized by the method of result 

designation is selected as the result of the genetic 

programming system for the run. This result may be a 

solution (or approximate solution) to the problem [16]. 

A flowchart of a typical Genetic programming 

algorithm is revealed in Figure 2 [17]. The genetic 

programming approach progresses through the action 

of three basic genetic operators: reproduction, 

crossover, and mutation. In the reproduction stage, an 

approach must be implemented as to which programs 

should die. In the implementation, a small proportion of 

the trees with the worst fitness are killed. The 

population is then filled with the surviving trees 

according to accepted selection mechanisms, as 

explained by Sarıdemir [17]. Crossover swamps 

randomly selected parts of two trees to join good 

information from the parents and to develop the fitness 

of the next generation, as shown in Figure 3 [16].  

Mutation protects the model against premature 

convergence and develops the non-local properties of 

the search, as shown in Figure 4 [16]. Sometimes, one 

randomly selected node is interchanged by another one 

from the same set, except itself. 

In applying genetic programming with automatic 

function definition to solving a problem, five major 

preparatory steps are used. These steps involve 

determining terminal set, function set, fitness function, 

control parameter and termination criteria [18]. 

 

 

Figure 1. A schematic representation of an end-milling system 

[2]. 

Table1. Effect of machining parameters on the surface roughness 

(training set data set) [2]. 

No. N 

RPM 
 

(rpm) 

F 

(mm/min) 

D 

(mm) 

Ra 

(µm) 

No. N 

(rpm) 

F 

(mm/min) 

D 

(mm) 

Ra 

(µm) 

1 750 525 1.25 3.7 31 1000 600 0.25 4.1 

2 1250 300 1.25 2.4 32 1500 150 0.25 1.3 

3 1000 375 0.25 2.6 33 750 375 1.25 2.6 

4 750 600 1.25 4.4 34 1500 525 1.25 3 

5 750 300 0.75 2.6 35 1250 300 0.25 2.6 

6 1500 375 1.25 2.5 36 1000 300 0.25 3.1 

7 1250 450 1.25 2.3 37 1500 225 0.25 1.4 

8 1000 300 1.25 2.3 38 750 225 0.75 2.6 

9 750 150 1.25 1.9 39 750 150 0.75 1.7 

10 1500 600 0.75 2.6 40 750 525 0.75 4 

11 1500 450 0.25 3.2 41 1000 600 0.75 4 

12 1000 450 0.25 4 42 1250 150 1.25 1.7 

13 750 375 0.75 3.1 43 1000 375 0.75 2.6 

14 1250 600 0.25 3.8 44 1250 300 0.75 2.5 

15 1250 225 0.75 2.1 45 1000 225 0.75 2.4 

16 1000 150 1.25 1.6 46 1500 300 0.75 2.1 

17 1000 300 0.75 2.1 47 1000 525 0.75 3.9 

18 750 450 1.25 3.3 48 1250 225 0.25 2.1 

19 1500 600 0.25 3.2 49 1000 150 0.75 1.9 

20 1250 525 0.75 2.5 50 1250 375 0.75 2.5 

21 1500 450 1.25 2.6 51 1000 150 0.25 1.6 

22 750 600 0.75 4.5 52 1000 225 1.25 2.7 

23 1000 525 0.25 3.8 53 750 225 1.25 2.5 

24 750 300 1.25 2.4 54 1250 450 0.75 2.2 

25 1500 225 0.75 1.9 55 1500 300 0.25 2.3 

26 1250 150 0.25 1.2 56 750 450 0.25 4.8 

27 1250 525 1.25 2.5 57 1250 600 0.75 2.6 

28 1250 375 1.25 2.5 58 750 525 0.25 4.5 

29 1000 225 0.25 2.3 59 1250 225 1.25 2.4 

30 1000 450 0.75 3 60 1250 150 0.75 1.7 

Table 2. Effect of machining parameters on the surface roughness 

(testing set data set) [2]. 

No. N 
(rpm) 

F 
(mm/min) 

D 
(mm) 

Ra 
(µm) 

No. N 
(rpm) 

F 
(mm/min) 

D 
(mm) 

Ra 
(µm) 

1 1000 450 1.25 2.1 13 1250 600 1.25 3.1 

2 1500 150 1.25 1.5 14 1250 375 0.25 2.7 

3 750 300 0.25 3 15 1000 600 1.25 2.1 

4 750 450 0.75 3.7 16 1500 300 1.25 2.4 

5 1000 375 1.25 2.6 17 1500 525 0.75 2.6 

6 750 225 0.25 2.1 18 1500 525 0.25 3.1 

7 1500 375 0.25 2.7 19 1500 600 1.25 3.2 

8 1250 525 0.25 3.1 20 750 150 0.25 1.6 

9 1500 450 0.75 2.3 21 1250 450 0.25 2.5 

10 750 600 0.25 4.7 22 1500 150 0.75 1.4 

11 1500 375 0.75 2.1 23 1000 525 1.25 1.5 

12 750 375 0.25 3.2 24 1500 225 1.25 1.8 
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Genetic programming (GP) has two principal elements 

such as the chromosomes and the expression trees (ETs). 

The chromosomes may be involved in one or more genes 

which refer to a mathematical expression. The 

mathematical code of a gene is identified in two different 

languages called Karva Language [16]; such as the 

language of the genes and the language of the expression 

trees (ETs). The genes have two main parts addressed as 

the head and the tail. The head comprises some 

mathematical operators, variables and constants (+, -, *, /, 

√, sin, cos, 1, a, b, c) which are used to encrypt a 

mathematical expression. The tail just comprises variables 

and constants (1, a, b, c) named as terminal symbols. 

Additional symbols are used if the terminal symbols in the 

head are insufficient to define a mathematical expression. 

A simple chromosome as a linear string with one gene is 

encrypted in Figure 5. Its ET and the corresponding 

mathematical equation are also shown in the same figure. 

The translation of ET to Karva Language is done by 

starting to read from left to right in the top line of the tree 

and from top to bottom. The arrangements of genes used in 

this method are like the arrangements of biological genes 

and have coding and non-coding parts. On the other hand, 

more complex mathematical equations are defined by more 

than one chromosome denoted to multigenic 

chromosomes. Joining the genes is done by combining 

functions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, or 

division [18]. 

 

Figure 2. Genetic programming flowchart. 
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Figure 3. Example of genetic programming crossover 

 

Figure 4. Example of genetic programming mutation 

 

Figure 5. Chromosome with one gene and its expression tree and corresponding mathematical equation 
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4. Gene Expression Programming Structure and 

Parameters 

In this study the expression trees of two different 

genetic programming models which were termed GP-I and 

GP-II were constructed for Ra values of the end-milling 

process. In the GP-I and GP-II, the number of genes was 

six and seven (Sub-ETs), and linking function was 

addition and subtraction, respectively. In the training and 

testing of GP-I and GP-II models, N, F and D were 

considered as input data and Ra as independent output 

data. Among 84 experimental sets, 60 sets were arbitrarily 

selected as a training set for the GP-I and GP-II modeling 

and the remaining 24 sets were used as testing the 

generalization capacity of the proposed models. 

For the genetic programming-based formulations, the 

first is to select the fitness function. For this problem, 

firstly, the fitness, fi, of an individual program, i, is 

measured by Eq. (1): 

𝑓𝑖 = ∑ (𝑀 − |𝐶(𝑖,𝑗) − 𝑇𝑗|)
𝑐𝑡

𝑗=1
              (1) 

where M is the range of selection, C (i ,j ) is the value 

returned by the individual chromosome i for fitness case j 

(out of Ct fitness cases) and Tj is the target value for fitness 

case j . If the precision |C (i ,j) ‒Tj | is less than or equal to 

0.01, then the precision is equal to zero, and fi = fmax = 

CtM. In this case, M = 100 was used, therefore, fmax = 

1000. The benefit of this type of fitness functions is that 

the systems can find the best solution for itself. The second 

significant step makes up by selecting the set of terminals 

T and the set of functions F to generate the chromosomes. 

In this problem, the terminal set comprises clearly of the 

independent variable, i.e., T = {N, F and D}. The select of 

the proper function set is not so obvious, but an 

appropriate guess can always be done to include all the 

required functions. In this situation, four basic arithmetic 

operators (+, ‒, ,  / ) and some basic functions (Sqrt, x2 , 

x3, ln, sin, cos, Arctan, Exp) [19]. 

The third important step is to determine chromosomal 

tree, i.e., head length and number of genes. Genetic 

programming-based formulations firstly use single gene 

and lengths of 2 heads, and increase the number of genes 

and heads, one by one while running, and examined the 

training and testing performance for each formulation [19]. 

In this study, after several trials, for all the genetic 

programming-based formulations, number of genes and 

the length of the head designed as given in table 3. The 

fourth major step is to choose the linking function. For 

GP-I and GP-II models, addition and subtraction were 

created for linking functions, respectively.  

Finally, a combination of all genetic operators 

(mutation, transposition and crossover) was employed as 

set of genetic operators. At first, these parameters were 

well thought-out as the program defined values. Then they 

were increased step by step and the utmost performance 

network based on the R2 values was considered. 

Parameters of the training of the GP-I and GP-II approach 

models are given in Table 4. For the GP-I and GP-II 

approach models, chromosome 32 and 42 were observed 

to be the best of generation individuals forecasting surface 

roughness. Explicit formulations based on the GP-I and 

GP-II approach models for Ra were attained by: 

𝑅𝑎 = 𝑓(𝑁, 𝐹, 𝐷)                                                  (2) 

The related formulations could be found by the 

procedure shown in Figure 5. 

Table 3. Parameters of GP approach models 

Parameter definition GP-I GP-II 

Chromosomes 32 42 

Head size 8 10 

Number of genes 6 7 

Linking function addition subtraction 

Mutation rate 0.044 0.044 

Inversion rate 0.1 0.1 

One-point recombination rate 0.3 0.3 

Two-point recombination rate 0.3 0.3 

Gene recombination rate 0.1 0.1 

Gene transposition rate 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Constants per gene 5 5 

Weight of functions 7 7 

Lower bound 10 10 

Upper bound 10 10 

5. Results and Discussion 

In the present study, in order to assess the capabilities 

of genetic programming-based formulations, formulas 

given by some national building codes and the established 

regression-based formulation, R-square (R2), root-mean-

squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE) were used as the criteria between the 

experimental and predicted values which are according to 

the equations (3) – (5), respectively [19]: 

𝑅2 =
(𝑛∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖−∑𝑡𝑖∑𝑜𝑖)

2

(𝑛∑ 𝑡𝑖
2−(∑ 𝑡𝑖)

2
(𝑛∑𝑜𝑖

2−(∑𝑜𝑖)
2
)
              (3) 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑜𝑖)

2𝑛
𝑖=1                                (4) 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
1

𝑛
[
∑ |𝑡𝑖−𝑜𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑡𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

× 100]               (5) 

Where t is the experimental result, o is the obtained 

result by the formulations and n is the total of data. The 

related equations to GP-I and GP-II models are in 

accordance to equations (6) and (7), respectively: 

𝑅𝑎(GP−I) =
(sin(−1.36)+𝑙𝑛𝑁)+(𝑁3×𝑙𝑛2.88)

√𝐹
+

cos(𝐷+𝐹−8.93)

(tan−1 8.93−cos𝐷)(−6.05𝑁)
+

√𝐹

𝑙𝑛((𝑁 tan−1 0.34)(𝐷−𝐹)−9.92)
+

cos(((𝑁+𝐹)−584.27)(𝑁 cos−7.17))

𝑙𝑛𝐷
+

𝑐𝑜𝑠((𝐹+4.42)(1.26𝑁))

(√4.42−4.42𝑁)(3.50)
− 1.68 + tan−1(√148.03 tan−1𝑁 + sin𝐹3)                         (6) 

𝑅𝑎(GP−II) =
((9.92−𝐹)𝑁)

2

2(𝐷−𝐹)
− √𝑁

3
− (√2𝐷 − 9.74

3
)(𝑙𝑛𝐹 − √𝐹

3
) − 𝑒𝑥𝑝

1

3(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑁 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(93.89𝑁)) − cos3 𝐹 −

(𝑐𝑜𝑠(7.35+𝐷))(𝐹−9.96)

(𝐷−9.96) √𝑁
3 − tan−1 ((((9.71 − 𝐹) − 841.23) + (𝐹/𝑁)) − 𝐷)                                                                             (7) 
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The experimental and the predicted are shown in Figure 

6.  R-square (R2), root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and 

mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) values were 

shown in Table 4 for the training and testing data. As 

shown in Figure 6, the results attained from the training 

and testing in GP-I and GP-II models are in good 

agreement with the experimental results. As seen in Figure 

6a, b and c, d the predicted results from models are 

compared to the experimental results for training, testing 

and validation sets, respectively. The training set results 

demonstrated that the proposed models have remarkably 

well learned the non-linear relationship between the input 

and the output variables with high correlation and 

reasonably low error values. Comparing the GP-I and GP-

II approach models’ prediction with the experimental 

results for the testing and training stages proves a high 

generality capacity of the proposed models and low error 

values. All these findings show a successful performance 

of the models for predicting surface roughness in end-

milling in training and testing stages. The result of testing 

phase in Figure 6 shows that the GP-I and GP-II models 

are capable of generalizing between input and output 

variables with reasonably good predictions. The 

performance of the GP-I and GP-II models is shown in 

Table 4. The best value of R2 and the minimum value of 

MAPE and RMSE are 0.923, 0.268 and 0.219, 

respectively, all for training set in GP-I model. The 

minimum value of R2 and the maximum value of MAPE 

and RMSE are 0.901, 0.339 and 0.471, respectively, all for 

testing set in GP-II model. The entire R2, MAPE and 

RMSE values show that the proposed GP-I and GP-II 

models are appropriate and can predict surface roughness 

values of end-milling very close to the experimental 

values. 
Table 4. Statistical calculations from GP-I and GP-II training and 

testing phases 

Statistics GP-I GP-II 

Training Testing Training Testing 

R2 0.923 0.920 0.909 0.901 

MAPE 0.268 0.314 0.296 0.339 

RMSE 0.219 0.411 0.249 0.471 

6. Conclusions 

This study reports original and efficient models for the 

formulation of surface roughness in the end-milling 

process. Two different GP-I and GP-II models were 

proposed to forecast the roughness values in the end-

milling process. The suggested models were based on 

experimental results. The number of genes in the proposed 

GP-I and GP-II models was 6 and 7, and the linking 

functions were addition and subtraction, respectively. All 

the results attained from the models exhibit excellent 

agreement with experimental results. The best value of R2 

and the minimum value of MAPE and RMSE are 0.923, 

0.268 and 0.219, respectively, all for training set in GP-I 

model. The minimum value of R2 and the maximum value 

of MAPE and RMSE are 0.901, 0.339 and 0.471, 

respectively, all for the testing set in GP-II model. It was 

found that GP can be a substitute approach for the 

assessment of the performance of end-milling process and 

can calculate their surface-roughness value with suitable 

input parameters. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The results obtained from experimental studies and predicted (Model) by using the training and testing results of GP-I and GP-II 

models. Respectively, (a), (b) training and testing related to GP-I model; (c), (d) training and testing related to GP-II model  
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Abstract 

The ever-growing use of computer in universities due to instructional, administrative, research and study is noticed among 

the teachers. Prolong sitting-work on the computer workstation causes various pains, discomforts and health related 

problems. The aim of this study is to design an ergonomic computer workstation to reduce the health-related problems. A 

Self-reported Nordic questionnaire was developed for conducting ergonomic assessment among 265 participants to evaluate 

heath conditions. Moreover, to determine the potential mismatch, 12 anthropometric measurements and existing furniture 

dimensions was measured and evaluated. Results showed that most of the teachers were suffered from different types of 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), particularly, lower back pain and neck pain. Significant numbers of mismatches were 

found between furniture dimensions and anthropometric measurements. It can be concluded, presence of the musculoskeletal 

disorders would be the reason of inappropriate furniture dimensions. Finally, an ergonomic computer workstation was 

proposed by considering anthropometric measurements and guidelines to reduce the musculoskeletal disorders among the 

teachers. This research can contribute a lot for ergonomic furniture design to the university as well as other organizations and 

create a sense to overcome the ergonomic problems. 

© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 

Keywords: Anthropometry, Ergonomics, Musculoskeletal Disorders, Computer Workstation; 

1. Introduction 

Ergonomics is a holistic and human–systems approach 

for work systems design by considering cognitive, 

organizational, physical, environmental and other factors 

[1]. Applications of ergonomic principles improve human-

computer interaction and enhance comfort, health and 

safety of the users [2]. Basically productivity, performance 

improvement prevention of injuries and fatigue reduction 

are the main concern of the ergonomics [3]. These 

objectives are achieved by changing the worker job 

interface such as work process, work environment, work 

management and tools [4]. Therefore, it is essential to 

design an ergonomically adjustable workstation to prevent 

repetitive body movements, awkward postures and static 

forces in both sitting and viewing position. Ergonomically 

designed workstation refers to the proper seat height, desk 

height, proper placement of monitor, and consider 

environmental factors, such as proper lighting intensity 

and noise level [5]. Chair is the vital element that needed 

to design ergonomically which is adjusted as required to 

the user intension, comfortable and able to maintain 

natural postures.  Principles of ergonomics suggests 

working with natural postures, keep work element within 

easy reach, work at proper heights, minimizing pressure 

points, provide clearance, work with comfortable weather 

[6]. Ergonomic design can be achieved through 

anthropometric measurements. Anthropometry refers to 

the scientific measurements of different body parts of the 

human [7]. It is not feasible to design a work system or 

equipment that suitable for everyone. Generally, it is 

targeted that about 90% user can suit with this system. 

Therefore, to accommodate 90% of the targeted 

population, it is required to consider 5th percentile of 

female and 95th percentile of male anthropometry data.  

Anthropometry is not universal; it is varied among nations, 

ethnicities and regions. For example, a design of a product 

for a certain targeted nation may not match with other 

nations. Anthropometry is vital element to design and 

modify of product and service [8]. Three basic ergonomics 

design principles are design for extreme individual, design 

for average and design for adjustability.  Design for 

extreme individual principle based on 95th percentile of 

male (maximum population), or 5th percentile of female 

(minimum population) anthropometric data [9]. Most of 

the researchers use design for adjustability principle for 

furniture design [10, 11] and it is based on 5th percentile 

of female and 95th percentile of male anthropometric data 

covers 90% of the population[12, 13]. Third principle is 

design for average whenever adjustability is impractically 

not possible though it is widely used [14]. Workstation 

furniture is the vital element that needed to design 

ergonomically which is adjusted as required to the user 
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intension, comfortable and able maintain natural postures.  

Design for adjustability principle play vital role for 

designing ergonomic adjustable furniture that ensures 

users to work with natural postures, keep work element 

within easy reach, work at proper heights, minimizing 

pressure points, provide clearance, and work with 

comfortably without any discomforts [6]. So, adjustability 

principle was recommended to design workstation 

furniture in the current study. Previous studies showed that 

most of the researchers used adjustability principle to 

design [10, 11, 14, 15]. 

In modern world, computer is an integral part of the 

office. Due to advanced technology and software, 

computer use in official work is continually increasing. 

Poor designed workstation and its use are responsible for 

MSDs and safety problems. Not only visual discomforts 

and disturbances, but also MSDs problems in neck and 

shoulders are key problems experienced by the computer 

users [16]. Moreover, bad postures are the main reason of 

Musculoskeletal Disorders [17]. Researchers investigated 

the design parameters of workstation found health related 

problems among the users. A study was carried out to 

assess the risks associated with musculoskeletal 

discomforts by conducting survey among the 292 VDT 

(Video Display Terminal) users [18]. Results show that 

MSDs symptoms were observed among different body 

regions associated with participants. Moreover, researchers 

concluded improper setting of monitors and keyboards 

were associated with eye, head, shoulders and back 

discomforts [18]. Another investigation was carried out to 

compare postures and muscles patterns among the 40 

males and female computer users and found significant 

differences in both speed typing and repetitive mouse 

tasking among male and female participants [19]. 

Furthermore, significant postural variations were observed 

between genders though chairs and desks of 

anthropometrically and ergonomically adjusted for both 

male and female participants.  Park et al. (2000) compared 

discomfort level between adjustable demo chair and 

conventional chair and concluded that adjustable VDT 

workstation reduces the discomforts [20]. Straker et al. 

(2008) investigated neck and upper limb postures of young 

male and female participants   and concluded that no 

consistent evidence was found between forearm support 

and posture [21]. Researchers showed that inappropriate 

design workstation and its use were responsible for 

shoulder and neck pain [2]. In addition, placement of 

keyboard above or below the user’s elbow height was 

introduced arm discomfort. Sauter et al.(1991) investigated 

neck and shoulder pain and suggested the necessity for 

controlling cervicobrachial pain syndromes in VDT users 

[22]. The cross-sectional study was conducted by Xue et. 

al (2013) to evaluate ergonomic hazards of computer 

workstations among 90 two groups: office and cubicle 

workers. Neck, shoulders, hands/wrists, upper and lower 

back discomforts were reported by the workers. It also 

concluded that the office workers suffered much more 

neck pain than the cubicle workers, due to an association 

between longer working computer usages and the 

frequency of experiencing discomfort [23]. Another 

research was conducted by lale et. al (2013) to investigate 

the impact of musculoskeletal discomforts on office 

workers. They proposed ergonomic computer workstation 

based on user’s anthropometric measurement to solve the 

costly health related problems and lost productivity due to 

perceived musculoskeletal discomfort and relieving the 

imposed economic burden [24]. 

When the body dimensions and furniture dimensions 

are not matched, user feels uncomfortable while sitting, 

this phenomenon is term as mismatch [25]. Castellucci et 

al. (2010) conducted a study to evaluate the mismatch 

between furniture dimension and student anthropometry 

and found potential mismatch in different dimensions of 

furniture [26]. Another study conducted in Greece and 

found high degree of mismatch for seat height and desk 

height dimensions [27]. The study of Kane et al. (2006) 

revealed 96% mismatch between furniture dimensions and 

student’s anthropometry [28]. Another study was 

conducted by Rosyidi et al. (2016) to investigate the 

mismatch between furniture dimension and student 

anthropometry and found high percentages of mismatch in 

three chair and two desk dimensions [29]. 

On the other hand, researchers recommended 

ergonomic guidelines and suggestions to solve the 

ergonomic problems. Workstation furniture is the vital 

element that needed to design ergonomically which is 

adjusted as required to the user intension, comfortable and 

able maintain natural postures. Ergonomically furniture 

(Chair and Desk) design means design the seat parameters 

like seat height, seat depth, seat width, backrest, armrest 

and desk height by considering users anthropometric 

measurements and ergonomic principles. Haque et. al 

(2014) considered eleven anthropometric measurements to 

design ergonomic workstation furniture and these 

measurements were stature, sitting height, sitting shoulder 

height, politeal height, sitting elbow height, hip breadth, 

buttock politeal length, knee height, shoulder breadth and 

sitting eye height [30]. Design nature of Seat parameters 

affects the sitting postures of user while sitting [31]. 

Postural dynamics of users is important element of 

workstation design that significantly affected by human- 

computer interface [17][17]. A proper workstation setup is 

necessary due to use of prolong hours of deskbound 

computer and routine works [32]. Work postures are 

affected different parameters like Seat height, Seat depth, 

Keyboard-to user distance, Monitor height, Monitor-to-

user distance, thigh clearance, task lighting etc[33]. 

Researcher showed that the pressure on legs were greatly 

reduced by using well height adjusted, rounded edged seat 

pan [34]. Seat height should be determined in such way 

that feet freely touch on the floor. However, most of the 

guidelines suggested that knee bent would be 90 degree 

with lower leg while seating[35].Haworth (2008) 

suggested that seat height and seat depth should be 

adjusted to accommodate large population from 5% female 

to 95% male user [31]. Seat pan angle is also play a vital 

role and to reduce MSDs. Researchers found that 10 

degree forwarded seat pan angle reduces 30 % intra-disc 

pressure and concluded that more than 15% inclination of 

seat pan angle increases muscular tension [36]. Naqv 

(1994) recommended15°forward slope of seat pan angle to 

reduce the intra-disc pressure [37]. Researchers suggested 

that backrest should be tall and wide sufficiently [38]. 

Grandjean (1984) recommended 50 cm height and 48 cm 

width of the backrest to compatible with male 

anthropometry [39]. Researchers suggested backrest 
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inclination angle from 90° to 110° are reduce the disc 

pressure. Another study recommended that backrest 

inclination angle should be 90° to 120° [40]. Armrest is 

also an important parameter of chair and it should be 

appropriately adjusted and well-padded that will support 

the forearms and elbows to reduce extra pressure exerted 

on undersides both forearms and elbows [15]. Another 

study recommended that the length of armrest will be 25.5 

cm from the back of the chair [34]. Other researcher 

Tijerina (1984) suggested that length, width and height 

should be 44 cm, 6-9 cm, and 18-23 cm (above  from the 

seat pan) respectively [41].  Desk height and seat height 

should be adjustable in relation to suitable keyboard-

forearm relation and adequate leg room [42]. Proper 

position of display is essential to prevent neck and visual 

problems. One study recommended that preferable 

viewing distance should be 63 to 85 cm[40]. Sommerich et 

al. (2001) investigated the trade-off between visual and 

musculoskeletal strain and proposed a u-shaped model to 

maintain viewing angle from 0° to 45° while using 

computer [43]. Another study suggested the viewing angle 

range from 15° to 25° below gaze inclination [44]. 

Ever growing use of computer in everyday life 

increases the risks of musculoskeletal disorders and visual 

problems. Various national and international standards and 

guidelines for computer workstation design have 

developed around the world to counter these problems[45]. 

International Organization for Standardization ISO-

9241[46] and Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration, OSHA (2008) [47] are the two 

international standards. The prominent national standards 

are Canadian Standard Can/CSA Z412-M89 (Canada) 

[48], American Standard ANSI/HFES-100 (United States), 

and Australian Standard AS-3590.2 (Australia) [49], 

whereas national guidelines are Australian National Code 

of Practice for the Prevention of Occupational Overuse 

Syndrome and A Guide to Work with Computers 

published by the Labor Department (Hong Kong). Europe, 

Australia, America and other developed countries 

continuously active in endorsing and participating in 

ergonomics standards development. Unfortunately, there 

are no established ergonomic standards in Bangladesh. In 

the current study, worldwide prominent computer 

workstation guidelines were followed to design the 

proposed computer workstation. 

The common and widely recognized guideline for 

furniture design is BIFMA (The Business and Institutional 

Furniture Manufacturer’s Association) (BIFMA). BIFMA 

is a group that addresses common concerns in the furniture 

industry and provides office furniture design guidelines for 

fit and function [50]. Some furniture design standards have 

been recognized in various countries, for instance 

Colombia (ICONTEC 1999), Chile (INN 2002), the 

European Union (CEN 2012), Japan (JIS 2011) and the 

United Kingdom (BSI 2006) [25]. Yet not much has been 

done on office furniture and moreover, there are no 

established standards for Bangladeshi office furniture. 

In Bangladesh, computer is an integral part of office 

used for different purposes such as, for internet browsing, 

emailing, chatting and other communicating purposes, 

especially for the university teachers. So, prolonged period 

(average more than 6 hours per day) is spend in front of 

computer with inappropriate sitting postures to do research 

and other academic activities. They are associated with the 

risks of MSDs due to continuous computer usages. The 

furniture used by the teachers are manufactured by local 

producers and suppliers [30]. Suppliers mainly follow 

“one-size-fits-all” approach for making Most of the 

teachers are unaware about their sitting postures and 

surrounding environmental factors, and they do not take 

any institutional training on ergonomics and safety related 

issues furniture without considering user anthropometry. 

Thus, all users are not compatible with the furniture 

dimensions. This fixed and unadjusted furniture can lead 

to awkward postures. As a result, awkward postures lead 

to fatigue and discomfort in the different body parts of the 

furniture users [51]. A pilot study of Bangladesh heath 

profession institution reported that 53% computer users are 

affected by lower back problems, and more than 30% of 

the users are affected by rest of form of MSDs problems 

due to absence of ergonomic intervention [52]. Users are 

affected not only by health risks, but also by financial 

losses [53]. A report of US labor department in 2013 

showed that 20 billion of US dollars were spent as direct 

cost, and 100 billion US dollar on indirect cost for MSDs 

incidents (OSHA, 2014). There is no existence of cost 

related data and enough researches on MSDs in 

Bangladesh. So, all these incidents and information about 

their workstation is an alarming for the teachers and 

signifies the necessity of redesigning the existing 

workstation setup. 

Although a lot of research work was done on computer 

workstation by considering postural, psychological and 

environmental factors which affect the musculoskeletal 

system of the user working in office, there were few of the 

studies solely address teacher’s ergonomic problems 

around the world. As far the author’s knowledge, very few 

studies were conducted on University teacher’s ergonomic 

problems especially in developing country like 

Bangladesh. Therefore, aim of the research is to find out 

ergonomic problems among the university teachers, and 

design an ergonomic computer workstation by considering 

anthropometric measurements and following various 

ergonomic guidelines and suggestions to reduce the health-

related problems.  

2. Methodology 

2.1. Participants 

A Total of 265 university teachers from different 

engineering universities of Bangladesh with their 

demographical information shown in Table 1 participated 

in this research. Sample size was calculated by using one 

source [54]. 

𝑛 = 𝑁 (1 + 𝑁𝑒2)⁄  (1) 

Where n is the sample size and N is the total population 

of the group and e is the degree of accuracy at 95% 

confidence level. 

2.2. Ergonomic Assessment (Health Survey) 

Ergonomic assessment was conducted among the 

teachers to evaluate the risk of WMSD (Work Related 

Musculoskeletal Disorder) Symptoms working as because 

of prolong sitting on their desk. A set of self-reported 

https://www.osha.gov/
https://www.osha.gov/
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Nordic questionnaire was developed by extensive literature 

review shown in the Appendices A. Musculoskeletal pain 

frequency was classified in the three categories, such as: 

“constantly” (most of time of the day) “occasionally” (two 

to four times a month) and “frequently” (more than four 

times a month). Prevalence of pain was measured with 

percentages of “Yes” and “No” reported by the 

participants.  

Table 1.Demographical information of the participants 

Biographical characteristics Frequency,  n Percentage (%) 

Age(years ) 
23-30 

31-40 

41-60 

 
158 

63 

44 

 
59.62 

23.77 

16.60 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

 

200 

65 

 

65.33 

34.67 

Employment Status 
Lecturer 

Assistant Professor 

Associate Professor 
Professor 

 
122 

65 

36 
42 

 
32 

30 

21.33 
16.67 

2.3. Anthropometric Measurements, Equipment and 

Procedures 

Harpenden Anthropometer was used to measure the 

anthropometric dimensions of the participants. Consent of 

the participants was taken before the data collection 

process and participants were chosen had no physical 

disabilities. Standard sitting posture was maintained during 

measurements. Moreover, subjects were wearing less 

clothes without shoes.   The measurements were taken 

with help of two research assistants, and they were trained 

for using measurements, tools and techniques. To ensure 

the accuracy and consistency of the recorded data, each 

dimension was taken three times and average value was 

recorded. Flowing anthropometric measurements were 

considered to design ergonomic furniture (chair, desk) 

shown in table 2. Fig.1 shows the anthropometric 

measurements and definitions of those dimensions were 

adopted from one source [55].  

2.4. Furniture dimensions  

Furniture dimensions such seat height, seat width, seat 

depth, backrest height, and seat to desk clearance, desk 

height were considered to evaluation in the current study 

and the definitions of the dimensions were adopted from 

one source [56]. 

Seat Height (SH: The vertically distance measured 

from front edge of seat to surface of the floor. 

Seat Depth (SD): The horizontal distance measured 

from back of the seating surface to seat front. 

Seat Width (SW): Distance measured horizontally from 

outer left side to the outer right side. 

Backrest Height (BH): The vertical distance from the 

top side of the seat surface to the highest point of the 

backrest. 

Desk Height (DH): The distance measured vertically 

from the front top edge of the desk to floor. 

Seat to Desk Clearance (SDC): The distance measured 

vertically from top edge of the seat surface to underneath 

surface of the desk. 

2.5. Furniture and body dimensions mismatch  

Equations (2) to (7) were used to evaluate the potential 

mismatch between furniture dimension and user’s 

anthropometric measurements. Six furniture dimensions 

were check against the anthropometric measurements 

shown in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Anthropometric dimensions  

S/N. 
Anthropometric 

dimensions 
Definition 

1 Sitting height 
It is the vertical distance measured 
from vertex to the sitting surface. 

2 

Sitting 

Shoulder 

Height 

The distance measured vertically 

distance from the sitting surface to 
top of the shoulder. 

 

3 
Popliteal 

Height  

Distance measured vertically 

with 90° knee flexion from footrest 
to popliteal surface of the knee. 

4 Hip Breadth  

It is the maximum horizontal 

distance across the hips when 

subjects in sitting position.  

5 
Sitting Elbow 

Height  

It is the vertical distance from the 
sitting surface to bottom of the 

elbow. 

6 
Buttock-
Popliteal 

Length  

Distance measured horizontally 

With 90°   knee flexion from 
posterior surface to buttock. 

7 
Buttock-Knee 
Depth  

Distance measured horizontally 

With 90°   knee flexion from knee 
cap to uncompressed buttock. 

8 
Thigh 
Clearance  

Distance measured vertically from 

highest point on the top of the right 
thigh to sitting surface. 

9 
Sitting eye 
height 

It is distance measured vertically 

from the sitting surface to the inner 

canthus (corner) of the eye. 

10 

Shoulder 

(bideltoid) 

breadth 

It is the maximum distance 
between two deltoid muscles.  

11 
Sitting Knee 
Height  

Distance measured vertically With 

90°   knee flexion from knee 
quadriceps muscles to footrest. 

2.6. level of compatibility 

To compare furniture dimensions with participants’ 

anthropometric measurements, there are two types of 

equations i.e. one-way limit and two-way limits equations. 

Match and mismatch classifications were defined to 

measure compatibility by using one-way limit equation. 

For two-way relationships, three classifications were 

defined: (a) high mismatch (lowest limit of the relationship 

is greater than anthropometric measurement); (b) low 

mismatch (highest limit of the relationship is lower than 

anthropometric measurement); and (c) match 

(anthropometric measurement is between the limits). 

2.7. Data analysis 

The software SPSS 16.0 was used analysis the data. 

Therefore, different percentile values (5th, 50th, 95th), 

mean, standard deviation (SD), maximum (Max), 

minimum (Min) were calculated shown Table 6. 
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Legend 

 

1- Sitting height(errect) 

2- Sitting Shoulder 
Height  

3-Popliteal Height  

4- Hip Breadth  

5- Sitting Elbow Height 

6- Buttock--Popliteal 

Length  

7- Buttock-Knee Depth  

8-Thigh Clearance  

9- Sitting eye height 

10-Shoulder (bideltoid) 

breadth 

11- Sitting Knee Height 

Figure 1. Anthropometric measurements 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Ergonomic assessment (Health Survey) report  

Table 4 shows MSDs frequency percentages among 

different body parts such as shoulder, wrist, neck, and 

ankle elbow regions reported by participants. No common 

presence of MSDs is found when it is observed in three 

separate categories. But the combination of occasional and 

frequent category shows the high frequencies percentage 

of pain. Majority of the participants (65.28%) experienced 

lower back pain. 58.49% participants suffered from neck 

pain whereas 48.3% participants reported that they were 

suffered by Hips/Buttocks/Thighs pain. 47.16%, 41.88%, 

27.55%, 37.35% and 30.19% participants suffered from 

different kinds of pain on the body, such as shoulder/upper 

arm body, such as Shoulders/Upper arm, Upper back, 

Elbow/forearm, Knees and legs, and Feet/Ankles 

respectively. A few percentages of participants suffered 

from lower and upper back pains constantly. Frequently 

occurring pain in lower back, hips and neck were reported 

33.20%, 33.321% and 30.56% respectively by the 

participants. This MSDs Prevalence is slightly higher 

compared to other study[57],  and nearly similar to another 

study conducted in Bangladesh[52].  

Prevalence of MSDs indicates that there were large 

percentages of incompatibility between user 

anthropometry and furniture dimensions. As a result, most 

of the users did not maintain the appropriate sitting 

postures while sitting and workstations setup were 

inappropriate and unadjusted for the users. However, 

incompatible furniture and unadjusted workstation setup 

leads to user discomfort for working activities it introduces 

to Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) among different 

body parts. In the current study, 58.49% participants 

worked on their computer workstation more than 5 hours 

and 13.58% were spent their time more than 8 hours per 

day in computer related work (shown in Table 1). Many 

participants (155) did their regular computer related 

activities by spending 5-8 hours or more time per day. This 

pronged sitting work, incorrect postures, and inappropriate 

workstation setup would be the reason of high frequency 

of MSDs. Other studies showed that discomforts are the 

main reason of poor ergonomic workstation design, 

excessive hours of computer usage, continuous awkward 

sitting Postures, psychosocial environmental factors and 

longer work load [58, 57]. These findings were congruent 

with the current study. After the critical literature review, 

authors reached a conclusion that incorrect postures and 

inappropriate workstation setup were significantly 

associated with MSDs (shown in Table 5). 

3.2. Anthropometric data analysis 

Anthropometric data were analyzed in the form of 

different percentiles values (5th, 50th and 95th), average 

(Mean), standard deviation (SD), maximum (Max), 

minimum (Min), and shown in Table 6. From Table 6, 

average sitting height of the male participants was 

85.21cm and 90% of the male participants cover the 

stature rage from 79cm to 92.05cm (standard deviation 

4.24cm). Similarly rest of the dimensions, Shoulder 

height(44.00-65.005 cm), popliteal height(42-52 cm), Hip 

breadth(29-47.47 cm), Elbow height(20-29.55 cm), 

Buttock-popliteal length(39.00-49.05 cm), Buttock-knee 

length(47-61 cm),  Thigh clearance(11-25 cm),  Eye 

height(58-81.16 cm), Shoulder (bideltoid) breadth(36-

51.05 cm) , Knee height(47-63.69 cm), covers the  

mentioned range . The highest standard deviations were 

found in case of sitting shoulder height and eye height that 

are respectively 7.37 cm and 6.69 cm respectively. In case 

of female  data, sitting height (76.26-85.40 cm), Shoulder 

height(49.20-59.08 cm), popliteal height(32.68-46.18 cm), 

Hip breadth(, 30.72-48.21 cm), Elbow height(17.20-30.92 

cm), Buttock-popliteal length(38.02-49.48 cm), Buttock-

knee length(, 48.20-58.40 cm),  Thigh clearance(9.76-15 

cm),  Eye height(64.06-73.32 cm), Shoulder (bideltoid) 

breadth(34.60-50.80 cm) , Knee height(44.92-54.24) 

covers the mentioned range. The highest standard 

deviations were found in case of hip breadth and shoulder 

breadth that are 4.83 cm and 4.45 cm respectively. Finally, 

it can be concluded that all dimensions of male were 

higher than female except hip breadth. All data (male and 

female) statistically checked and found normally 

4 

10 
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7 

2 

1 

11 

9 
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distributed with strong nature of normal curve (shown in 

figure 3). As anthropometric regional variability is absence 

in Bangladesh, therefore collected data represents the 

whole country’s anthropometric image of ages from 23-60.   

3.3. Participant’s Match and Mismatch History with 

Furniture 

Table 7 shows the match and mismatch percentages 

between existing furniture dimensions, and participant 

anthropometry.  High percentages of mismatches were 

found particularly on seat height, backrest height, desk 

height, seat to desk clearance. 74% female participants 

were mismatched on seat whereas male participants were 

less.  About 50% both male and female participants were 

mismatched on seat depth. Almost all participants were 

matched on seat width and very few of them were 

mismatched. Backrest was totally inappropriate for all 

participants. 87.7 % female participants were mismatched 

on seat to desk height that was slightly higher than male. 

100% of the female participants had not enough desk 

clearance. Seat height and desk height were so taller for 

the female participants. The potential mismatch found 

between furniture dimensions and participant 

anthropometry measurements indicated the high frequency 

of MSDs problems existence among the participants 

(shown in Table 4). This mismatch history will be 

alarming for the participants and this situation will be 

overcome by redesigning the workstation for better 

welfare of participants and organization. 

3.4. Computer Workstation Design 

From Table 4 and Table 6, research found the 

mismatch between furniture dimensions and participant 

anthropometry, and large frequency of MSDs among 

different body parts of participants. So, the only solution 

will be the redesign of workstation’s furniture and setup. 

Workstation furniture (Chair and Desk) was designed on 

user’s anthropometric measurements and following 

various ergonomic guidelines and suggestions (shown in 

figure 4). Placement of monitor and other accessories were 

adjusted maintaining postural guidelines following 

worldwide prominent ergonomic standard and guidelines 

for computer workstation setup (shown in figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 2. Furniture dimensions 

Table 3. Match Criteria equations 

Seat dimensions against anthropometric 

dimensions 
Equations References 

Sitting Height (SH) against popliteal 

height : 

(𝑃𝐻 + 3) cos 30 ≤ 𝑆𝐻 ≤ (𝑃𝐻 + 3) cos 5 2 

 

[70] 

Seat depth (SD) against  buttock 
popliteal length (BPL): 

0.80𝐵𝑃𝐿 ≤ 𝑆𝐷 ≤ 0.95𝐵𝑃𝐿 3 

 

[71] 

Seat Width (SW) against Hip 

breadth(HB): 

1.10𝐻𝐵 ≤ 𝑆𝑊 ≤ 1.30𝐻𝐵 4 

 

[72] 

Desk Height (DH) against Sitting 

Elbow Height(SEH): 

𝑆𝐸𝐻 ≤ 𝐷𝐻 ≤ 𝑆𝐸𝐻 + 5 5 

 

[27] 

Backrest Height (BH) against Sitting 

Shoulder Height(SSH): 

0.60𝑆𝑆𝐻 ≤ 𝐵𝐻 ≤ 0.80𝑆𝑆𝐻 6 

 

[73] 

Seat to Desk Clearance (SDC) against 
Thigh clearance(TC): 

(𝑇𝐶 + 2) < 𝑆𝐷𝐶 7 

 

[71] 

 

 

SH 

BH 

SD 

SW 
DH 

SDC 
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Figure 3. Normality distribution curves of anthropometric data (male) 

 

Figure 4. Proposed workstation design (chair and desk) 

Buttock-popliteal length 
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Figure 5. Recommended ergonomic guidelines for monitor, keyboard, mouse placement and sitting postures 

Table  4. Frequency distribution of musculoskeletal pain 

Pain in the following body regions Constantly, (%) Frequently, (%) Occasionally, (%) Total, (%) 

Neck 3.39 30.56 24.52 58.49 

Shoulders/Upper 

arm 
2.26 28.67 16.22 47.16 

Upper back 6.79 24.52 10.57 41.88 

Lower back 7.92 33.20 24.15 65.28 

Elbow/forearm 1.51 9.81 16.22 27.55 

Wrist/Hand 0 9.81 30.19 40 

Hips/Buttocks/Thighs 5.28 33.21 9.81 48.3 

Knees and legs 0 17.35 20 37.35 

Feet/Ankles 0 10.19 20 30.19 

Table 5. Association of MSDs with sitting posture and workstation setup 

Body parts with incorrect posture Part of workstation with inappropriate setup Body part affected 

Torso Seating Lower back 

Wrist and hands Input devices Wrist(left right) 

Forearm and elbow Seating forearm 

Head neck Monitor Neck and upper back 

Head and neck Monitor Right and left shoulder 

Shoulder and arm Monitor Right and left shoulder 

Table 6. Anthropometric data for the teachers 

Dimensions Gender  Min Max Mean SD 5th percentile 50th percentile 95th percentile 

Sitting height (erect) (cm) 
Male 76.00 96.00 85.21 4.24 79.00 85.05 92.05 

female 73.00 88.90 80.35 3.03 76.26 79.756 85.4 

Shoulder height, sitting (cm) 
Male 47.00 71.00 56.57 7.37 44.00 58.00 65.05 

female 42.00 64.00 54.22 3.24 47.10 54.20 59.08 

Popliteal height (cm) 
Male 39.00 60.00 47.43 3.24 43.00 47.00 52.00 

female 28.00 47.00 39.71 4.19 32.68 39.90 46.18 

Hip breadth, sitting (cm) 
Male 25.00 53.00 35.54 4.89 29.00 35.00 44.47 

female 29.00 52.00 36.17 4.83 30.72 35.00 48.21 

Elbow height, sitting (cm) 
Male 17.00 35.00 24.52 3.05 20.00 24.00 30.92 

female 16.20 34.00 23.56 4.06 17.2 23.10 29.01 

Buttock-popliteal length (cm) 
Male 34.00 52.00 44.40 2.86 39.00 45.00 49.48 

female 35.00 52.07 43.43 3.42 38.02 43.60 49.05 

Buttock-knee length (cm) 
Male 43.00 64.00 53.90 3.69 47.00 54.00 61.00 

female 45.50 60.71 52.90 3.26 48.20 52.70 58.40 

Thigh clearance (cm) 
Male 9.00 29.21 15.02 3.90 11.00 14.00 25.00 

female 8.70 17.02 12.30 1.76 9.76 12.00 15.00 

Eye height, sitting (cm) 
Male 57.00 85.00 72.15 6.69 58.00 74.00 81.16 

female 60.20 76.90 68.70 3.22 64.06 68.20 73.32 

Shoulder (bideltoid) breadth 

(cm) 

Male 35.00 56.00 44.14 4.41 36.00 45.00 51.05 

female 33.00 55.00 40.43 4.45 34.60 40.00 50.80 

Knee height (cm) 
Male 44.00 69.00 54.90 5.10 47.00 54.00 63.69 

female 40.60 58.00 49.47 3.18 44.92 49.20 54.24 
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Table 7. Match and mismatch history 

Furniture dimensions Participants Match High mismatch Low mismatch Total mismatch 

Seat Height 
Male 68.5% 32.5% 0% 32.5% 

Female 26% 50% 14% 74% 

Seat depth 
Male 52% 14% 34% 48% 

Female 46% 28% 26% 54% 

Seat width 
Male 90% 10% 0% 10% 

Female 98% 2% 0% 2% 

Backrest height 
Male 00% 100% 0% 100% 

Female 4.6% 95.4% 0% 95.4% 

Seat to desk height 
Male 32.5% 0% 67.5% 67.5% 

Female 12.3% 0% 87.7% 87.7% 

Seat to desk clearance 
Male 37%   63% 

Female 0%   100% 

 

3.4.1. General Requirements for Chair Design 

Seat height: Seat height is the vital parameter of 

proper design of office chair and according to OSHA 

(2008) [60] and BIFMA furniture guidelines [50], it should 

be adjusted to accommodate a large population for 

preventing MSDs on back, legs, buttocks and arms. For 

example, ANSI/HFES-100 specifies the seat height should 

be adjustable up to 56 cm [61], which has a much higher 

value than 51 and 52 cm recommended in AS-3590.2 and 

CAN/CSA-Z412-M89, respectively. Seat should be 

adjustable with suitable keyboard-forearm relation and 

adequate leg room [42]. According to Parvez et al. (2018), 

seat height is related to popliteal height [25], while another 

researcher showed that seat height should be lower than 

popliteal height or else most users will be unable to rest 

their feet on the floor [62].  Popliteal height is the 

determinant of seat height [25], and Haworth (2008) 

suggested adjustable seat height that was ranged from 5th 

percentile of female and 95th percentile of male popliteal 

height [31].  So, researchers proposed adjustable seat 

height considering 5th percentile of female and 95th 

percentile of male popliteal height with added a shoes 

allowance of 2.5 cm and it was ranged from 35.18 cm to 

54.5 cm (shown in figure 4).  

Seat depth: Seat depth dimension should be 

considered in such way that shortest users cannot exceed 

their buttock popliteal length [63]. According to OSHA 

(2008), seat depth should be not too short and not too long 

to avoid creating pressure on buttock of taller users and 

knee of shorter users [60]. Taifa et. al proposed 50th 

percentile of male buttock popliteal length for seat depth 

[14]. That’s why, 50th percentile of male buttock-popliteal 

length was taken to determine the seat depth dimension 

and it was 45 cm (shown in figure 4). 

Seat width: Seat width should be designed in such way 

those users who has wider hip can accommodate with the 

seat [64] and consider the cloth allowance for easy 

movement. ISO-9241 proposes to consider large hip 

breadth for determining dimension of seat width [46].

Taifa et.al (2017) and BIFMA guidelines proposes seat 

width should be determined considering 95th percentile of 

female hip breadth added with clothing allowance for easy 

movement [14, 50].  In this research, 95th of the female hip 

breadth with cloth and movement allowance was 

considered to determine the seat width and it was 55.8 cm 

(shown in figure 4). 

Backrest: Backrest should be designed that will 

support the individual body load and stabilize reclining 

posture with supporting head/neck when extreme reclining 

posture [65]. CAN/CSA-Z412-M89 specifies the backrest 

height should be adjustable [48].OSHA (2008) 

recommended that backrest should be contoured and 

adjustable for maintaining neutral posture by the users 

[47]. It should be enough taller and wider for better 

supporting of reclining sitting without restricting elbow 

movement comfortably and impede upper body mobility 

[24]. Other researchers proposed that backrest should be 

adjustable from 50th percentile of male and female sitting 

shoulder height [15] and The inclination angle of 90-120 

degree was recommended by Grandjean et.al [40]. Authors 

recommended the adjustable backrest considering 50th 

percentile of male and female sitting shoulder height and it 

was ranged from 54.2 cm to 58 cm and backrest 

inclination angle was 90 to 105 degree adopted from 

OSHA(2008)[47] (shown in figure 4). 

Armrest: Armrests should be adjusted and made of a 

soft material and have rounded edges [60]. The armrest 

must support the forearms. Armrest should be designed in 

such way that is capable of holding forearms without 

creating pressure on median curve which leads to carpal 

tunnel syndrome [34]. Sitting elbow height is the 

determent of armrest height. So, it was recommended that 

the adjustable armrest height ranged from 17.2 cm to 29.55 

cm considering the elbow height of female 5th percentile to 

male 95th percentile [15] from the sitting surface (shown in 

figure 4).  

3.4.2. General Requirements for Desk Design 

Desk size: AS-3590.2 suggests 120cm length x 90cm 

wide desk size for solely performed computer working 

[49]. In this research, target users perform computer 

working and other activities like reading. So, the desk size 

was recommended by 160 cm length x 90 cm wide as 

official desk in considering work envelope concept, nature 

of task and anthropometric dimensions of the target users 

(shown in figure 4). 

Desk height: Most of the computer workstation 

guidelines such as OSHA (2008), CAN/CSA-Z412, ISO-

9241, ANSI/HFES-100, AS-3590.2, and other researchers 

recommend the height adjustable desk for easily 

accommodate the knee without any problems [15, 47-49, 

61]. Desk height should be adjustable with suitable 

keyboard-forearm relation and adequate leg room [42] . 

Desk height was recommended by considering the 

summation of popliteal height and sitting elbow height 

values from female 5th percentile to male 95th percentile 

with added the shoes allowance 2.5 cm that was ranged 

from 52.38 cm to 85.42 cm (shown in figure 4). 
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3.4.3. Placement of Computer Accessories with Postural 

Guidelines 

Keyboard: Placement of keyboard should in such way 

that it will not create any problem on arms, wrists, neck 

and shoulders. So, it was recommended to place the 

keyboard at least at elbow height [66].  

Monitor:  Computer monitor should be placed in such 

way that will prevent eyestrain and neck pain. Placement 

depends on individual’s visual capacities, task 

requirements, screen characteristics, comfortable viewing 

distance. Recent studies suggested that computer monitor 

placement should be placed according to the individual’s 

need of user within a moderate height range below the eye 

level with physiologically favorable head inclination [45, 

67]. OSHA (2008) proposes to place the monitor 50-100cm 

away from the users with maintaining viewing angle 15° -

20°[47].  AS-3590.2 proposes a low monitor position that 

is between 32° and 45° below horizontal eye level [49] 

while ANSI/HFES-100 proposes a mid-position that is 

between 15° and 25°[61]. AS-3590.2 specifies viewing 

distances between 35 and 75 cm which are closer than 

those recommended in CAN/CSA-Z412-M89 and 

ANSI/HFES-100[48, 49, 61]. However, user often reports 

that 50cm viewing distance causes more fatigue than 100 

cm [68]. Most of the authors recommended that monitor 

should be placed 63-85 cm away from users at or below 

the eye level with comfortable viewing angle [40, 69]. In 

the current study suggested monitor should be placed 50-

100 cm way from the user with maintaining viewing 15° -

20° (shown in figure 5).   

Posture: In this research, authors recommended to 

maintain neutral postures while sitiing (shown in figure 5). 

4. Conclusion and Recommendations 

4.1. Conclusion  

The primary focus of the current study was to 

investigate the prevalence of ergonomic issues/problems 

among the teachers and their workstations through a 

design of an ergonomic workstation to overcome these 

problems. High prevalence of musculoskeletal pain was 

observed among the users reported by ergonomic 

assessment (Health survey).  It was also noticed that most 

of users were mismatched with their workstation furniture 

compared to their anthropometric measurements. 

Prevalence of MSDs, in the current study indicates that 

these problems are directly associated with physical 

workstation characteristics (office equipment), workload 

characteristics, human behaviors and perceptions towards 

ergonomics. An ergonomic computer workstation was 

designed for the teachers based on their anthropometric 

dimensions and related ergonomic guidelines. It is 

expected that implementation of suggestions and 

ergonomic guidelines in physical workstation designing, 

will reduce user’s discomfort and enhancing their 

performance and productivity. 

It is a common practice nowadays to buying furniture 

following the concept of “one-size-fits-all” in educational 

institution rather than adjustable furniture due to excessive 

cost of furniture that accommodate 90% of the target 

population. Very few researches have been conducted on 

cost reduction of ergonomic adjustable furniture. In this 

regard, the focus will be placed on reducing manufacturing 

cost.  This research can contribute a lot for ergonomic 

furniture design to the university authorities as well as 

other organizations and create a sense to overcome the 

ergonomic problems.  All these factors contribute to 

organizational effectiveness, productivity, health and 

safety of computer users. Moreover, arrangement of basic 

ergonomic training like workstation setup, posture 

practicing and related other issues by the organization is 

necessary to overcome this threat. Similar study can be 

conducted to other organization to assess the health 

condition and ergonomic practices of the computer users 

which can inspire to manufacturers to design ergonomic 

furniture. 

4.2. Recommendations  

Ergonomic problems can be solved to redesign the 

existing workstation’s furniture and its adjustment. As it is 

difficult to eliminate all critical problems of health survey 

just collecting anthropometric measurements, all 

responsible administrations and managements of 

universities are recommended to consider the following. 

1. Anthropometric considerations must be incorporated 

with furniture procurement process to avoid 

musculoskeletal symptoms caused by prolonging 

computer usage. 

2. QFD (Quality Function Deployment) and Kano Model 

with ergonomic integrations should be incorporated 

with the furniture designing process.  

3. It is highly recommended that frequent seminar and 

workshop should be arranged by the universities 

creating awareness on negative effect of poor posture 

and practice neutral posture practicing when working. 
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Appendices A  

Ergonomic Assessment (Health Survey) 

 

 

 

 

Question: Do you experience pain or discomfort in any following parts of the body when using your computer? If “yes”, 

mention please which part of your body? 

a) Neck    b) Shoulders/upper arm   c) Upper back   d) Lower back e) Elbow/ forearm    

f) Wrist/Hand   g) Hips/Buttocks/Thighs   h) Knees and legs   i) Feet/ Ankles 

Please mention in which form is affected?  

 

i) Constantly (most time of the day)      

ii) Frequently (more than four times a month)      

iii) Occasionally (two to four times a month 

iv) Never 

 

 

 

Name: 

Designation: 

Age:  

Date of Assessment: 

 

User Signature 
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Abstract 

Coping with present-day’s more demanding customer requests on variety, fast delivery, and quality, a growing number of 

corporations constantly redesign their production scheme and reorganize their supply chains. Motivated by the benefits 

gained from postponement policy in multi-item manufacturing systems and response to customer’s actual needs, this study 

adopts a two-machine fabrication scheme to explore the optimal fabrication-delivery policy for a two-stage multi-item system 

with common part, postponement policy and product quality reassurance (including product screening, scrap and rework). In 

the first stage, machine one is utilized to fabricate common parts that shared by all finished products. Then, in stage two, a 

separate machine produces the finished items under a rotation cycle time order. With the help of mathematical modeling, 

optimization methods, and a numerical illustration, our proposed fabrication system is capable of not only deciding the best 

fabrication-delivery policy, but also demonstrating its beneficial choice in cost saving and cycle length reduction in 

comparison with the results from a system using single-machine scheme. 

© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 

Keywords: Production-distribution Decision, Multi-product System, Two-stage Two-machine Scheme, Postponement, Component 

Commonality, Quality Assurance; 

1. Introduction 

Postponing product differentiation is an effective 

strategy which is often assessed by production managers 

when planning production of multiproduct that have a part 

in common, for it can reduce production cycle time and 

lower overall fabrication relevant costs. Zinn [1] presented 

four different heuristics to help identify the potentials of 

postponement in order to assess savings of safety stock 

from postponement. He provided a real example to 

applying heuristics to support his findings. Lee and Tang 

[2] developed a model to capture expenses and benefits 

relating to redesign of manufacturing strategy. Their model 

was applied to analyze some special cases of real 

examples. As a result, they identified and formalized three 

different ways of product/process redesigns. They are; the 

standardization, modular design, and process reforming, 

for delaying differentiation from these real examples. 

Some special theoretical cases were also studied to 

characterize the optimal point of product differentiation 

and derive managerial insights. Swaminathan and Tayur 

[3] observed a few leading producers in computer industry 

who adopted the delayed differentiation strategy in 

managing their product lines to lower cost while keeping 

customer service. Although this strategy is a challenging 

assignment, it is used to cope with stochastic demands by 

storing the half-way finished products to serve the 

fabrication needs for multiple end products. Accordingly, 

they modeled the problem as a two-stage integer program 

and employed the structural decomposition along with 

sub-gradient derivative methods in their solution process. 

A computational section is provided to express 

applicability of their solution procedure and offer insights 

on system characteristics, performances, and merits. Van 

Hoek et al. [4] provided a detailed investigation of the 

experiences from firms that handle process changes 

relating to adoption of postponement policy. They 

evaluated the benefits from implementing postponement 

strategy in each business environment, recognized the 

relevant managerial characteristics and potential 

bottlenecks, and suggested on how to successfully carry 

out the postponement strategy. Yang and Burns [5] 

explored the issues of decoupling spot, controlling, 

integrating, and planning capacity of the supply chain 

system from the viewpoint of postponement. Their 

objective was to expand the significance of postponement 

to the real-life supply-chain systems. Kumar and Wilson 

[6] investigated and explored the connection among 

inventory, delayed differentiation, and off-shoring. They 

* Corresponding author e-mail: ypchiu@cyut.edu.tw. 
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pointed out the risks and reasons of off-shoring, the 

costs/benefits of delayed differentiation, and the relations 

and impacts of delayed differentiation and off-shoring on 

stock status. Then, the inventory impact of scenarios 

including diverse levels of delayed differentiation for an 

off-shore fabricated product is investigated using a set of 

real-world data. As a result, the best scenario is 

determined. Sensitivity analysis on the key variables was 

conducted and joint uncertainty owing to demand and 

cycle were identified as the significant input to every 

scenario. For any given strategy, they presented a fast 

approach to identify the dominated point within the 

uncertainty formula that affects stock status. Saghiri and 

Hill [7] explored the effect of supplier relationship on 

adopting delayed differentiation for a buying firm. Three 

separate postponement policies were proposed with 219 

empirical data from manufacturing firms to test for the 

hypothetical connections between supplier relationships. 

The results indicated that buying firm’s ability on 

implementing postponement in product design phase is 

positively related to supplier’s level of commitment, 

anticipation of a long-lasting relationship, and joint actions 

with buyer. But another finding showed that buying firm's 

ability on implementing postponement in procurement 

phase is positively related to only the coordinated actions 

of supplier and buyer. Their findings provided greater 

insight into how different aspects of supplier relationship 

practically impact different types of postponement. Chiu et 

al. [8] derived optimal fabrication-distribution policy for a 

multiproduct system with quality reassurance and product 

differentiation. A single-machine two-stage manufacturing 

scheme is implemented. Consequently, they not only 

decided a closed-form optimal fabrication-distribution 

policy, but also showed a significant system cost savings 

and notable reduction in cycle time in comparison with the 

result from a single-stage scheme. Additional works [9-17] 

that also investigated diverse features of postponement 

issues in manufacturing systems. 

   In real-life production processes, owing due to 

diverse unpredictable factors fabrication of nonconforming 

items is inevitable. Product’s quality assurance has always 

been a challenging and critical task for production 

managers. Studies related to product’s quality assurance 

matters including inspection, scrap, and rework issues 

have been broadly performed in past years [18-42]. To 

cope with present-day’s more demanding customer needs 

in terms of variety, fast delivery, and quality, an increasing 

number of corporations constantly redesign their 

production scheme and restructure their supply chains. 

Motivated by the possible advantages of postponement 

policy in multiproduct manufacturing systems and 

response to actual customer’s needs, this study uses a dual-

machine scheme to reconsider Chiu et al.’s problem [8]. 

The main difference between the present study and prior 

work [8] is that two separate machines are used in our 

proposed scheme, wherein in the first production stage 

machine one fabricates all common parts, and in the 

second stage machine two makes finished products under a 

rotation cycle time discipline, with the intention of further 

reducing cycle time. Past literature showed that combined 

impacts of postponement, quality reassurance, and a two-

machine scheme to the multiproduct fabrication-

distribution problem have not been explicitly explored. We 

aim to fill the gap. 

2. Description, Modeling, and Formulation 

Suppose that demands λi per year for L products must 

be met (where i = 1, 2, …, L) and these products share a 

common part which are produced in advance by a machine 

(i.e., in stage 1, see Figure 1). Then, right after that, in 

stage 2 a second machine manufactures L customized end 

products in sequence (see Figure 2) under a rotation cycle 

discipline. Such a two-machine scheme aims to reduce 

manufacturing cycle length and cut down total fabrication 

relevant cost. In stage 1, the manufacturing rate for 

common parts is P1,0 per year, and the fabricating rate for 

finished items in stage 2 by a separate machine is P1,i per 

year. 

 
Figure 1. Level of on-hand common parts in stage 1 in the 

proposed model with a two-machine manufacturing scheme 

All manufactured items are screened in both stages, 

cost of screening is a part of unit manufacturing cost Ci. 

Assuming xi proportion of defective products may be 

manufactured randomly in both stages of the fabrication 

processes, at a rate of d1,i per year; so d1,i = P1,i xi (where i 

= 0, 1, 2, …, L; and i = 0 represents fabrication of 

common part in stage 1). 
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Figure 2. Level of on-hand finished items in stage 2 (machine 2) 

in proposed model using a two-machine production scheme 

A portion θ1,i of the nonconforming items are scraps 

(where 0 <= θ1,i <= 1) and the rest are rework-able. The 

rework process immediately follows the regular 

fabrication, at P2,i items per year. During the rework, a θ2,i 

portion fails (where 0 <= θ2,i <= 1) that need to be 

scrapped (see Figures 3 and 4). Without permission of 

stock out, we further assume that P1,i – d1,i – λi > 0. In stage 

2, when each rework process ends, fixed-quantity n 

installments of each finished batch are shipped to buyers at 

fixed time interval in t3,i. 

 

 
Figure 3. Inventory levels of on-hand defective common parts in 

stage 1 (left-hand side) and defective finished items in stage 2 

(right-hand side) in a cycle 

 

 

Figure 4. Inventory levels of scrapped common parts in stage 1 

(left-hand side) and scrapped finished items in stage 2 (right-hand 

side) in a cycle 

Inventory level of on-hand common parts awaiting the 

second stage’s fabrication is exhibited in Figure 5. 

Nomenclature is exhibited in Appendix A. 

 
Figure 5. Inventory level of on-hand common parts awaiting the 

second stage’s fabrication 

2.1. Formulations and Mathematical Modeling 

Since the proposed two-stage multi-product EPQ 

system using a two-machine production scheme, it releases 

the workload of fabricating the common intermediate parts 

from machine two. Therefore, an efficient end-item 

fabrication is expected stage two. The proposed solution 

procedure begins with deciding optimal rotation cycle 
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length for stage 2. Then, uses the rotation cycle time for 

fabrication of common parts in stage one.  

In order to satisfy demands, enough capacity must be 

ensured in stage 2 for fabricating L distinct products under 

the rotation cycle discipline. So, the prerequisite formulas 

(1) and (2) must hold: 
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To meet product demands λi and by observing Figures 

2 to 5, we obtain formulas for stage two as follows (for i = 

1, 2, …, L): 
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At buyer’s side, the inventory level in any given cycle 

is illustrated in Figure 6. From where, the following 

equations can be observed: 
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From Figure 3, total holding costs during rework time 

t2,i are as follows: 
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Figure 6.  Inventory level of stocks at the buyer’s in any given 

cycle 

From Figure 5, total holding costs for common parts 

awaiting next stage of fabrication are as follows: 
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In delivering time t3,i (stage 2), total holding costs are 

as follows: 
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In any given cycle, the fixed and variable shipping 

costs are 
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At buyer’s side (Figure 6), total holding costs in a 

given cycle are as follows [8] 
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Therefore, overall system costs in a cycle for stage two, 

TC2(T, n) includes summation of setup, variable 

manufacturing, disposal, and rework costs, producer’s 

inventory and safety stock holding costs, fixed and 

variable shipping costs, and buyer’s holding costs. Hence, 

TC2(T, n) is 
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   By substituting Eqs. (1) to (15) in Eq. (21), and using the expected values of xi to cope with randomness of xi, and after 

additional derivations, E[TCU2(T, n)] becomes 
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where 
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   On the other hand, in stage one, in order to supply in time enough common parts (see Figure 1) to satisfy the needs of 

stage two’s fabrications, machine 1 must fabricate common parts (t1,0 + t2,0) early. By observing Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5, we 

obtain the following formulations directly: 
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For stage 1, total cost in a cycle, TC1(T, n) comprises setup cost, variable manufacturing, disposal, and rework costs, inventory and safety 
stock holding costs. Hence, TC1(T, n) becomes: 
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Substituting Eqs. (24) to (35) in Eq. (36) and using the expected values of xi to cope with its randomness, and after additional 

derivations, E[TCU1(T, n)] becomes 
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   Therefore, E[TCU(T, n)] consists of the expected costs of both stages as follows: 
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2.2. Deriving the Optimal Production and Shipment Policy 

To decide the optimal fabrication-distribution policy, the convexity of E [TCU2(T, n)] has to be proved first. That is Eq. (42) the Hessian 

matrix equations [43] must hold. 
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From Eq. (22) we have 
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   By substituting equations (44), (46), and (47) in Eq. (42) and after more derivations, Eq. (48) can be obtained. 
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   Since T and Ki are both positive, so Eq. (48) is 

positive. Therefore, for all n and T different from zero 

E[TCU2(T, n)] is strictly convex. Then, to simultaneously 

decide the fabrication and distribution policies, the linear 

system of the first derivatives (Eqs. (43) and (45)) of 

E[TCU2(T, n)] with respect to T and n, needs to be 

solved, respectively. Let these partial derivatives equal to 

zero and with extra derivations, the following can be 

gained: 
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3. Numerical Example with Sensitivity Analysis 

In this section, we use a numerical example to explain 

the practical usage of our obtained results. Suppose five 

end items have annual demand rates λi: 3,800, 3,600, 

3,400, 3,200, and 3,000 units; and α = 0.5. We first assume 

the linear relationship between α and relevant system 

variables. Hence, in stage 1 we have P1,0 = 120,000 

(calculating by P1,0 = (1/α) * (the mean of P1,i’s)) and P2,0 

= 96,000 (computing by P2,0 = (1/α) * (the mean of P2,i’s)). 

The same linear relationship is also applied to other system 

variables and to relieve readers’ comparison efforts, we 

adopt the same values of parameters as in [8] as follows: 

K0  = $8,500, 

C0  = $40, 

CR,0 = $25, 

CS,0 = $10, 

h1,0 = $5, 

h2,0 = $15, 

h4,0 = $5, 

x0   = uniformly distributed over the interval of [0, 0.04], 

θ1,0 = 0.2, 

θ2,0 = 0.2, 

P1,i  = 128,276, 124,068, 120,000, 116,066, and 112,258 

units, respectively; and P1,i = 1/(1/P1,i – 1/P1,0), 

P2,i  = 102,621, 99,254, 96,000, 92,852, and 89,806 units, 

respectively; and P2,i = 1/(1/P2,i – 1/P2,0), 

Ki  = $10,500, $10,000, $95,000, $90,000, and $8,500, 

respectively, 

Ci   = $80, $70, $60, $50, and $40, 

CR,I = $45, $40, $35, $30, and $25, 

CS,I  = $30, $25, $20, $15, and $10, 

θ1,i  = 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10, 

θ2,i  = 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10, 

xi   = uniformly distributed over the ranges of [0, 0.01], [0, 

0.06], [0, 0.11], [0, 0.16], and [0, 0.21], respectively, 

h1,i = $30, $25, $20, $15, and $10, 

h2 i = $50, $45, $40, $35, and $30, 

h4,0 = $30, $25, $20, $15, and $10, 

K1,I = $2,200, $2,100, $2,000, $1,900, and $1,800, 

CTi = $0.5, $0.4, $0.3, $0.2, and $0.1, 

h3,i = $90, $85, $80, $75, and $70, respectively. 

Applying equations (49), (50), and (41), we found n* = 

3, T* = 0.4444, and E[TCU(T*, n*)] = $2,209,197. The 

impacts of different cycle times T to E[TCU(T, n)] is 

depicted in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. The impacts of different cycle times T to E[TCU(T, n)] 

Figure 8 shows joint impacts of diverse expected values 

of xi and φi on E[TCU(T, n)]. As both expected values of xi 

and φi increase, E[TCU(T, n)] goes up significantly. These 

analytical results revealed the important/realistic 

information on production quality costs. 

The behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to the 

completion rate α of common part is displayed in Figure 9. 

It indicates that as α increases, E[TCU(T, n)] decreases 

significantly, and a savings in cost 4.63% revealed at α = 

0.5. That is the system costs decline to $2,209,197 (from 

$2,316,483) in comparison with the result from a prior 

work which utilized a fabrication scheme with a single 

stage. 

 
Figure 8. Joint impacts of diverse expected values of xi and φi on 

E[TCU(T, n)] 
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Figure 9. Behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to the 

completion rate α 

For comparison purpose, Figure 10 exhibits impacts of 

different values of completion rate α to T* for both the 

fabrication schemes with single-machine and two-

machine. It reveals that as α increases, T* decreases 

significantly, and T* has reduced by 24.75% at α = 0.5 

(i.e., it declines from 0.5906 to 0.4444) as compared to the 

result from a prior work which employed a fabrication 

scheme with single stage [30]. Additional analysis also 

indicates that T* has reduced 3.39% further (at α = 0.5) 

comparing to the result from a two-stage fabrication 

scheme using one machine [8]. Clearly, the fabrication 

cycle length (or response time) is notably reduced in the 

proposed fabrication scheme in comparison with either the 

single-stage [30] or the two-stage single-machine 

production models [8]. 

 
Figure 10. The impacts of different values of completion rate α to 

T* for both the fabrication schemes with single-machine and two-
machine 

3.1. Exploration of Nonlinear Cost Relationship 

This section examines the nonlinear relationship 

between α and its corresponding fabrication cost. It is 

assumed that ‘α^(1/3)’ is the relating factor. Therefore, we 

have C0 = [α^(1/3)]C1 = [(0.5)^(1/3)]($80) = $63, so its 

fabrication cost (or value) is higher than $40 as assumed 

linearly. Similarly, the following values of other 

parameters can also be obtained: h1,0 = $8, K0 = $13493, 

h2,0 = $24, CS,0 = $16, h4,0 = $8, and CR,0 = $40. For stage 

2, we also have CR,i = $30, $25, $20, $15, and $10, 

respectively; C,i = $57, $47, $37, $27, and $17; Ki = 

$5,507, $5,007, $4,507, $4,007, and $3,507; and CS,i are 

$24, $19, $14, $9, and $4; and xi are uniform distributed 

over the ranges [0, 0.01], [0, 0.06], [0, 0.11], [0, 0.16], and 

[0, 0.21], respectively. Other values of parameters remain 

the same as in earlier sub-section: x0= [0, 0.04]; θ1,0 = 0.20; 

θ2,0 = 0.20; φ0 = 0.36; scrap rates θ1,i = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 

0.25, and 0.30; θ2,i = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30, 

respectively; P2,0 = 96,000; and P1,0 = 120,000. 

Applying equations (49), (50), and (22), we found T* = 

0.3659, n* = 3, and E[TCU(T*, n*)] = $2,164,111. The 

behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to different α values 

under both nonlinear and linear relationships is displayed 

in Figure 11. It shows that as α increases, E[TCU(T, n)] 

declines. Specifically, E[TCU(T, n)] is reduced by 2.04% 

at α = 0.5. That is a savings of $45,086 (for it decreases 

from $2,209,197) in comparison with the result from the 

earlier linear case. This analytical outcome reveals as 

common part’s value is higher, E[TCU(T, n)] decreases 

further in comparison with the earlier linear case. 

 

Figure 11. The behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to different 
α values under both nonlinear and linear relationships 

Figure 12 illustrates the impacts of different values of α 

to T* for both two-machine and single-machine 

manufacturing schemes under both nonlinear and linear 

relationships. It specifies that as α increases, T* declines 

notably. Moreover, at α = 0.5, T* is shortened by 17.66% 

(i.e., it decreases from 0.4444 to 0.3659) in comparison 

with earlier linear case. Additional analysis points out that 

at α = 0.5, T* is cut down by 8.32% (i.e., T* declines from 

0.3991 to 0.3659) in comparison with the result in a prior 

work on a multiproduct two-stage single-machine 

manufacturing system with postponement and under the 

same nonlinear relationship [8]. Finally, if we judge the 

obtained results of nonlinear relationship case against that 

of a single-stage multi-item production system [30], we 

realize a significant 38.05% reduction in production cycle 

time at α = 0.5 (i.e., T* declines from 0.5906 to 0.3659). 

 
Figure 12. The impacts of different values of α on T* for both 

two-machine and single-machine manufacturing schemes under 

both nonlinear and linear relationships  
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4. Conclusions 

A two-machine fabrication scheme is proposed to re-

explore a multiproduct manufacturing system featuring 

commonality of part, postponement strategy, and quality 

assurance (which was investigated previously [8] using a 

single-machine scheme). The objective is to further 

shorten the cycle time. Distinctively, in the first fabrication 

stage, machine one exclusively fabricates all common 

parts that needed by production of end products, and in 

stage two, a separate machine fabricates the end-product 

under a rotation cycle time discipline. With the help of 

mathematical modeling, optimization methods, and a 

numerical illustration, the proposed system is capable of 

not only deriving the best fabrication-delivery policy (see 

Figure 7), but also demonstrating that the proposed 

fabrication scheme is a beneficial choice in saving cost and 

shortening fabrication cycle length (Figures 9–12) in 

comparison with that obtained from a single-machine 

scheme. 

The obtained analytical results exclusively expose the 

following valuable managerial information: (a) the 

behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to α; (b) the impacts 

of different α values to T* for both the fabrication schemes 

with single-machine and two-machine, and under both 

nonlinear and linear relationship of component’s value; (c) 

the behavior of E[TCU(T, n)] with respect to α for both 

nonlinear and linear relationships. 

In summary, without an in-depth exploration on such a 

particular multi-item system utilizing a two-machine 

manufacturing scheme, the aforementioned valuable 

information remains inaccessible to managerial decision 

makings. For future research, examining effect of machine 

failure on the operating decisions is a practical direction. 
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Appendix A 

Nomenclature  

For i = 0, 1, 2, …, L 

Qi =  fabrication batch size, 

φi  = scrap rate of product i, where 0 <= φi <= 1, 

t1,i = uptime of product i, 

t2,i = rework time of product i, 

t3,i = shipping time of product i, 

H1,i = level of perfect quality product i when regular production ends, 

H2,i = level of perfect quality product i when rework process finishes, 

Ki  = setup cost, 

Ci  = unit manufacturing cost, 

CR,i = unit rework cost, 

CS,i = unit disposal cost, 

h1,i = holding cost per product, 

h2,i = holding cost per reworked item, 

h4,i = holding cost per safety stock, 

For i = 1, 2, …, L 

K1,i = fixed cost per delivery of product i, 

CT,i = unit shipping cost of product i, 

tn,i = fixed time interval between two succeeding deliveries, 

Hi = level of common part in the beginning of fabrication of end item i, 

Ic(t)i = customer’s stock level of product i at time t, 

h3,i = holding cost per product for customer’s stock, 

Ii = the left-over quantities of product i in each tn,i, at customer’s side, 

Di  = quantities of finished items for product i per delivery. 

Other notation: 

T = rotation cycle length – a decision variable, 

n  = number of deliveries per cycle – a decision variable, 

α = common part’s completion rate in comparison with finished product, 

E[T] = the expected fabrication cycle length, 

TC1(T, n) = stage one’s total cost per cycle, 

E[TC1(T, n)] = stage one’s expected cost per cycle, 

E[TCU1(T, n)] = stage one’s expected cost per unit time, 

TC2(T, n) = stage two’s total cost per cycle, 

E[TC2(T, n)] = stage two’s expected total cost per cycle, 

E[TCU2(T, n)] = stage two’s expected total cost per unit time, 

E[TCU(T, n)] = the expected system cost per unit time. 
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Abstract 

We propose a hybrid off-grid energy system that comprises photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, diesel generators, and a 

battery bank. The proposed system could be adjusted to reflect real world conditions in order to optimize the cost of energy. 

Using Particle Swarm optimization searching methods, an optimal combination that follows load demand data of a typical 

house is found. From this configuration, the optimal mix that minimizes the levelized cost of energy (LCE) is formed and is 

found to be comparable to the cost of grid electricity. 
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Nomenclature 

This part includes explanation of the symbols used in 

Equations 1 and 2, represent the core of the PSO algorithm 

[2,4,12,17,24,30]. 

𝑉𝑖
𝐾: denotes the velocity of particle i at the Kth iteration 

(scalar value). 
𝑉𝑖

𝐾+1: the updating the velocity of particle i  at the (K+1)th 

iteration (scalar value). 

𝑋𝑖
𝑘: denotes the position of particle i at the Kth iteration (scalar 

value). 

𝑋𝑖
𝑘+1: the updating the position of particle i  at the (K+1)th 

iteration (scalar value). 

𝑤: weighting inertial coefficient; its value is typically between 0.8 
and 1.2, which can either dampen the particle’s inertia or 
accelerate the particle in its original direction. Thus a large value 

of 𝑤 makes the algorithm constantly explore new areas without 
much local search and hence fails to find the true optimum. To 

achieve a balance between global and local exploration to speed 

up convergence to the true optimum, an inertia weight 𝑤 whose 
value decreases linearly with the iteration number has been used. 

𝑐1 : A cognitive (individual) learning coefficient; usually close to 

2 and affects the size of the step the particle takes toward its 
individual best candidate solution. 

𝑐2: A social (group) learning coefficient; is typically close to 2 
and represents the size of the step the particle takes toward the 

global best candidate solution the swarm has found up until that 
point.  

The parameters 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 denote the relative importance of the 
memory (position) of the particle itself to the memory (position) 

of the swarm.  

𝑟1 and 𝑟2  are uniformly distributed random numbers in the range 

0 and 1.  

The random values 𝑟1 in the cognitive (individual) component 

and 𝑟2  in the social (group) component cause these components to 

have a stochastic influence on the velocity update. This stochastic 

nature causes each particle to move in a semi-random manner 

heavily influenced in the directions of the individual best solution 

of the particle and global best solution of the swarm. 

𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 : Every particle has a memory of its own best position; 

denoted by personal best. It is the best experience of the particle i . 
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑘 : In addition to this personal best there is a common best 

experience – among the members of the swarm denoted by global; 

global common experience among the members of the swarm. 

Each particle tries to modify its position using the following 

information: 

1. The current positions, 𝑋𝑖
𝑘 

2. The current velocities, 𝑉𝑖
𝐾 

3. The distance between the current position and personal best; 

𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘 

4. The distance between the current position and the global best;  

𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘 

The three terms of Equation 1: 
𝑤𝑘 . 𝑉𝑖

𝐾: This first term is the inertia component, responsible for 
keeping the particle moving in the same direction it was originally 

heading.  

𝑐1. 𝑟1. (𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘): This second term, called the cognitive 

(individual) component, acts as the particle’s memory, causing it 
to tend to return to the regions of the search space in which it has 

experienced high individual fitness. 

𝑐2. 𝑟2. (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘): This third term, called the social (group) 

component, causes the particle to move to the best region the 

swarm has found so far. 

1. Introduction 

Rural communities face a major obstacle in sourcing 

their modest energy needs; mainly lighting and electric 

appliances. So, it is difficult for rural households living 

off-grid to keep their lights on affordably and reliably 

levels; a major impediment to the development of their 

* Corresponding author e-mail: oabuzeid@ju.edu.jo. 
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communities. This is even more evident in developing 

countries [1-5]. 

Also, sometimes it is cost prohibitive to connect them 

to the nearest electricity grid; a problem known as “the last 

mile problem” and “power loss problem” [6] may make 

connecting them unattractive to major electric distributors. 

So the only practical solution is to generate electricity 

locally or what is called “distributed generation”.  

Distributed generation from renewable energy sources 

(RES) has attracted the attention of many policy makers, 

universities and scientists looking for practical and 

realistic off-grid methods of electric generation and 

storage that can effectively replace conventional fossil 

fuels of oil, gas and coal. Renewable energy sources allow 

the use of natural resources, but their intermittency would 

prove inadequate mainly when the wind is not blowing, the 

sun is not shining, or the rivers are shallow. However, 

combining these natural renewable energy sources with 

conventional diesel generation and energy storage systems 

in “hybrid renewable energy systems” (HRES) may offer a 

reliable electric distributed generation and minimal diesel 

requirements to cope with the “worst month” problem [7]. 

HRES advantages include best use of the renewable power 

generation technologies operating characteristics and 

efficiencies higher than that could be obtained if a single 

power source is used [8]. The utilization of two or more 

RES may provide an economic solution as well for off-grid 

locations with significant weather changes and seasonal 

variations. It can be either grid connected or stand-alone 

mode.  Stand-alone or off-grid is preferable due to recent 

advances in renewable energy technologies and highly 

efficient power electronics converters which are used to 

convert the unregulated power generated from renewable 

sources into useful power where it is required at the load 

end [9]; eliminating “the power loss problem” altogether. 

Furthermore, HRES addresses RES limitations in terms 

of flexibility, efficiency, reliability, emissions and 

economics: 

 Fossil fuel flexibility: Usually off-grid systems would 

rely solely on diesel generators, but due to the high cost 

of sourcing fossil fuel, diesel-based electric generation 

became uneconomic and costly. 

 Reliability and cost are two of HRES advantages: it is 

possible to confirm that hybrid generation systems are 

usually more reliable and less costly than systems that 

rely on a single source of energy [5, 10-12]. 

 The rise of importance of renewable energy sources 

that fill the gap between nonrealistic free energy 

sources such as nuclear fusion and the need to provide 

electric services during the day from wind and solar 

panels when the sun shines and at night from the wind 

and battery storage.  

 In various research papers [13-18, 2], it has been 

proven that hybrid renewable electrical systems in off-

grid applications are economically viable; especially in 

remote locations. In addition, climate can make one 

type of hybrid system more profitable than another 

type. For example, photovoltaic hybrid systems 

(Photovoltaic–Diesel–Battery) are ideal in areas with 

warm climates [5,19]. 

 Lastly, it has been studied that due to the high initial 

cost of the system, government subsidies are required 

to adopt the system on a large-scale basis in remote 

areas [20,21]. Even though the cost of distributed 

generation of electricity from most of the hybrid energy 

systems are higher than that of the national grid 

electricity tariff, “the last mile problem” makes the cost 

of national grid extension to these remote areas difficult 

and uneconomical [5,16,17].  

A common solution for off-grid power supply in small 

and medium-sized energy systems is a fuel generator set 

[22]; however, the following current developments have 

sought to improve the competitiveness and desirability of 

alternative off-grid hybrid renewable energy systems: 

 Steeply decreasing production costs of renewable 

energy technologies like solar, wind and biomass 

caused a boom in the respective technologies in 

developed countries, 

 Expanding research in electric storage devices sparked 

by the plans of several countries to use electric vehicles 

in the near future, 

 Increasing environmental concerns and awareness of 

climate changes provoked by CO2 emissions produced 

by the combustion of fossil fuels and 

 Increasing operation costs for fuel generator sets due to 

rising oil prices. 

 Several literatures have studied the sizing of hybrid 

energy systems: 

 A simple general method for the optimization of the 

power generated from Hybrid Renewable Energy 

Systems (HRES) to achieve a typical house electric 

load as an example was presented in [6]. Particle 

Swarm Optimization Technique (PSO) is utilized as the 

optimization searching algorithm due to its advantages 

over other techniques for minimizing the “Levelized 

Cost of Energy” (LCE) with an acceptable production 

rate and minimal power loss [6]. 

Others [2,4,17,23,24] concluded that focusing on the 

installation cost alone is not enough for a hybrid renewable 

energy system (HRES) sizing methodology and the sizing 

model will be based on a simplified cost analysis. Besides 

the installation cost, Operation and maintenance (O&M) 

costs take up a large proportion of the overall cost of the 

system over its lifetime and must be taken into 

consideration. Thus, a method was developed to calculate 

long-term energy production costs for a hybrid wind–

diesel system by taking into consideration fixed and 

variable costs of maintenance, operation and financing, 

and initial costs [2,4,17,23,24].  

Alternatively, in [25] an algorithm was developed to 

optimize the size of a standalone hybrid wind–diesel 

system considering reactive power balancing conditions. 

The optimal combination of components of a hybrid 

renewable energy system (HRES) were evaluated to meet 

the power demand and its reliability considering the loss of 

load probability (LOLP) [26].  

The loss of load probability (LOLP) sensitivity analysis 

on total installation cost of the considered hybrid 

renewable energy system (HRES) was studied in [27].  

From a different perspective, authors in [28] described 

an optimal energy storage sizing method by considering 

the compensation cost of wind power and load curtailment. 

Furthermore, authors in [1] researched the optimal size of 

batteries and diesel generator usage in a hybrid system 

which consists of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels (PV), 

diesel generator and battery storage. They introduced a 
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sizing model that predicts the optimum configuration of a 

hybrid system and implemented it as a graphical user 

interface. In particular, their paper’s sizing model 

simulates real time operation of the hybrid system, using 

the annual measured hourly wind speed and solar 

irradiation. The benefit of using time series approach is 

that it reflects a more realistic situation; here, the peaks 

and troughs of the renewable energy resource are a central 

part of the sizing model [1].  

A general model of a hybrid off-grid energy system 

using linear programming methods was developed in [29]. 

This algorithm can be adjusted to reflect real conditions in 

order to achieve economical and ecological optimization 

of off-grid energy systems. The operation of this model 

was tested in two real off-grid energy systems, where both 

optimization processes resulted in hybrid energy systems, 

utilizing photovoltaic (PV), lead-acid batteries and a diesel 

generator as a load-balancing facility [29]. 

2. Particle swarm optimization, PSO 

Particle Swarm Optimization simulates the social 

behavior of birds flocking or other natural creatures. Each 

bird represents a feasible solution in PSO. The solution in 

this case if two vectors representing position in solution 

space and a velocity. PSO in this case attempts to discover 

optimal solution through iteratively calculating the 

position solutions and modifying the velocities to follow 

the best known solutions. This is similar to birds following 

their leader in a spectacular view of intelligence. PSO was 

invented by Kennedy and Eberhart [30] and represents an 

important population-based metaheuristic algorithm.  

Using iterative methodology, the particles fly through the  

N-dimensional space to discover the global optimal. 

Two main equations are traditionally used to govern the 

PSO namely velocity equation and position equation. 

𝑉𝑖
𝐾+1 = 𝑤𝑘 . 𝑉𝑖

𝐾 + 𝑐1. 𝑟1. (𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘) + 𝑐2. 𝑟2. (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑘)     (1) 

Equation 1 shows the velocity equation for the PSO 

algorithm in an iterative manner. The k+1 iteration 

velocity for particle i is a combination of a memory value 

of the same velocity multiplies by a inertia parameter w, 

and a tendency value towards the current best value Pbest 

and the global best  gbest for the kth iteration multiplied by a 

limiting acceleration constant values c1 and c2. Random 

variables r1 and r2 are used to enhance the search through 

varying the tendency components from iteration to 

iteration and from particle to another particle.  

 𝑋𝑖
𝑘+1 = 𝑋𝑖

𝑘 + 𝑉𝑖
𝑘                                                                                  (2) 

Equation 2 shows the position equation for the PSO 

algorithm. This is a simple linear distance calculation 

assuming the time difference equal to iteration difference 

between the k+1 and k which is 1. To assist the PSO in 

focusing in finding the optimal value, the velocity memory 

value inertia factor is reduced iteratively through the use of 

Equation 3. 

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑀𝑎𝑥 − (
𝑤𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑤𝑀𝑖𝑛

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
) × 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟                                                (3) 

where 𝑤𝑀𝑎𝑥 and 𝑤𝑀𝑖𝑛 are the initial and final values of 

the inertia weight, respectively, and 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the maximum 

number of iterations used in PSO. The values of 𝑤𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 

0.9 and 𝑤𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 0.4 are commonly used. 

A full schematic for the operation of the PSO is shown in 

Figure 1 below. 

3. Hybrid system optimization Algorithm 

The algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Initially, hourly 

solar irradiance (kW/m2) and wind speed (m/s) for the 

University of Jordan with Latitude: 32° 00' 30.00" N and 

Longitude: 35° 52' 13.19" E were obtained using HOMER, 

[31]. Such data were used in order to determine the 

feasibility of our system and to perform the optimization. 

An energy load profile, or consumption profile; explains 

how energy used throughout the day, is obtained. The load 

profile is assumed constant all over the year, and it is also 

integrated to the data tables extracted from HOMER. 

We then obtain the produced power using rate 1 kW 

using the following simplified equations: 

𝑃𝑤(𝑘𝑊) = {
𝑘𝑤 × 𝑣𝑤 ;    3 < 𝑣𝑤 < 25
0;                        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

               (4) 

 where 𝑃𝑤 is the wind generated power, 𝑣𝑤: is the wind 

speed, m/s, and 𝑘𝑤 = 0.03 is a constant considered for 

simplified LCE. 

𝑃𝑠(𝑘𝑊) = 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑆𝐼  (𝑘𝑊/𝑚2)                                                      (5) 

where 𝑃𝑠: the solar generated power, SI is the 

solar irradiance; the power per unit area received from 

the sun, and 𝑘𝑠 = 1.9 is a constant considered for 

simplified LCE. 

The PSO particle represents a solution (not optimal yet) 

for the system that is composed of three parameters and a 

complementary fourth:  

1. Solar system solution kW,  

2. Wind solution kW,  

3. Battery storage solution kWh and  

4. Generator maximum rated capacity in kW.  

For each particle, the system is run for a full year and 

for each hour of the year. We calculate the extra needed 

power which is the power produced by both solar and wind 

that is more than the household load power needed as in 

Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Load Profile 

The algorithm then goes into deciding if this amount 

can be stored into the battery system and if so, the power is 

stored into the battery. Otherwise, the power is dumped. If 

the extra power turned to be negative that is less power is 

generated than load profile power needed.  

If the power stored in the battery is greater than the 

needed power; it is pulled from the battery; otherwise we 

use the generator to generate the extra amount. Now we 

modify the capacity of the generator according to the new 

requirement.  
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Figure 1. PSO flow chart 
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Figure 2. Hybrid system optimization Algorithm 
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The model of the fuel consumption as a function of the 

power generated is approximately:  

𝐹𝑐 = 3.2 × 10−6𝑃𝐹
3 + 1.0 × 10−3𝑃𝐹

2 + 0.4𝑃𝑃𝐹 + 2.2                 (6) 

where 𝐹𝑐 is the fuel consumption in liter/hour and  𝑃𝐹 is 

the power generated by the diesel generator in kW [1]. 

The total required power is used to calculate the 

levelized cost of energy (LCE), by dividing the total sum 

of the cost by the net Annual Energy Produced (AEPnet) 

as follows for each solution, [6]: 

LCE =
(CRF×TPI)+(O&M)+(LO&R)

AEPnet
                                                            (7) 

where: TPI is the total plant investment and in this 

work it is defined as 𝑇𝑃𝐼 = (𝑃𝑠 × 𝐶𝑆 + 𝑃𝑤 × 𝐶𝑊 + 𝑃𝐹 ×
𝐶𝐹 + 𝐵𝑎𝑡 × 𝐶𝐵); where 𝐶𝑆 is the cost of solar power $/kW, 

𝐶𝑊 is the cost of wind power $/kW, 𝐶𝐹 is  the cost of 

diesel generated power (Fuel) $/kW, and 𝐶𝐵 is the cost of 

Battery energy  $/kWh, CRF is the Capital Recovery 

Factor given as: 

𝐶𝑅𝐹 =
𝑖(1+𝑖)𝑛

((1+𝑖)𝑛−1)
                                                                          (8) 

where i  is the interest rate (7.5%) and n is the 

operational life (25 years), and CFR=0.09. O&M is the 

annual Operating and Maintenance cost, and LO&R is the 

periodic Levelized Overhaul and Replacement cost.  

 

Figure 4. Optimal LCE 

The gbest and the Pbest is modified and the PSO particles 

and velocities are modified according to Equations 1 and 

2. In case the modifications of the gbest is less than the eps; 

which is the convergence criteria; then we have an optimal 

solution and the algorithm is stopped as shown in Figure 4. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Due to the variability in prices of solar panels, wind 

turbines and battery units; we have run the PSO algorithm 

for several probable prices of these items. Consequently, 

different solutions are obtained for these different actual or 

hypothetical situations. Table 1 shows the optimal results. 

Table 1. Different optimal solutions with different assumptions 

Prices 

$/kWh 

Solution 

kWh 

Optimal 

LCE 

Solar Wind Battery Generator Solar Wind Battery Generator  

550 550 500 100 6 0.8 0.3 0.77 0.148 

550 550 100 100 3 1.78 0.63 0.32 0.087 

550 550 45 100 2.75 1.76 0.70 0.34 0.071 

300 550 45 100 3.82 0.28 0.85 1 0.057 

300 550 100 100 5.54 0.47 0.44 0.95 0.07 

300 300 100 100 5.02 1.26 0.41 0.65 0.068 

300 300 45 100 3.65 0.90 0.75 0.81 0.056 

From the table, we notice that the price of the batteries 

is the decisive factor in the optimal capacity of the HRES 

system. If we reduce battery prices from 500 to 45, we can 

reduce the capacity of the needed system from (6 kW 

solar, 0.8 kW wind) to (3.82 kW solar, 0.28 kW wind). 

Furthermore, reducing the prices of solar and wind will 

likely increase their contribution to the optimal solution.  

In Table 2, we compare our LCOE results to similar 

research reported in [32-36]. 

Table 2. Comparison of Obtained Results with Previous Similar 

Research 

Reference 

Year 

LCOE 
$/kWh 

Notes 

[32] 

2018 

0.37 The annual average wind speed is 2.22 
m/s, which is considered inadequate for 

wind energy production. The monthly 

average irradiance value is minimum in 
August, with the value of 3.90 

kWh/m2/day and maximum in March 

having a value of 6.05 kWh/m2/day. 

[33] 

2017 

0.25 The annual average solar irradiation and 
wind speed are 5.57 kWh/m2/day and 

7.29 m/s, respectively. 

[34] 

2019 

0.22 The annual average global solar radiation 
(5.23-6.57 kWh/m2/day) as well as 

substantial wind-speed (3.0-4.37 m/s) 

[35] 

2019 

0.12 The annual average wind speed of 3.6 
m/s Similarly, average value of daily 

solar radiations was estimated to be 4.13  

kWh/m2/day 

[36] 

2015 

0.08 The annual average wind speed is 4.67 

m/s scaled annual average radiations are 
5.45704 kWh/m2/day 

Our work 0.057 (3.82 kW solar, 0.28 kW wind) 

Comparing LCOEs as shown in Table 2 need to be 

considered with caution as the LCOE calculation depends 

heavily on the following assumptions which must be 

provided and justified [37]: 

 Degradation rate of solar panels efficiency over their 

lifetime. 

 Scale, size and cost, including cost breakdown 

(residential, commercial, and utility scale). 

 Capacity factor, solar insolation, geographic location, 

and shading losses. 

 Lifetime of project and financial terms: financing 

(interest rate, term, equity/debt ratio cost of capital), 

and discount rate. 

 Additional terms: inflation, incentives, credits, taxes, 

depreciation, carbon credits etc.  
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Since the inputs for the algorithm are highly variable; 

there is a need for using sensitivity analysis to represent 

actual variable distributions so that overconfidence in a 

single set of assumptions may be avoided. 

5. Conclusions 

During the course of this crucial study presented in this 

paper; we observed that the PSO searching technique tends 

to converge well after a short period of time with an 

optimal solution. Also, when using a lower battery price, 

the optimal solution tends to use lower capacity for wind 

and solar. Furthermore, because of the variability in both 

solar and wind, the best solution will have both; but the 

amount of each in the optimal solution will depend on its 

cost. 
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Abstract 

Renewable energy criteria can be considered as the first step in the development of the IBS construction industry. They 

illustrate global criteria that define direct design and construction processes. IBS (Industrialized Building System) has many 

advantages and benefits that are closely related to renewable energy requirements. The construction sector in Syria - 

especially in the field of building – is characterized by the domination of traditional methods of building systems. The 

introduction of modern IBS construction technologies that are compatible with the requirements of renewable is not 

accompanied by a proven scientific fit and consistent with the administrative decision-making programs for construction and 

project operations in general. Syria is currently suffering from the great needs of construction imposed by reality, and the 

need for reconstruction within the possibilities of benefiting from the concept of renewable energy. It has become imperative 

for everyone working in the field of engineering to keep pace with this development to get the best performance of the work. 

The research aim is to prioritize the selection of construction methods used in Syria, and to determine how the renewable 

energy criteria affects the selection within the reconstruction scheme by using the AHP method. The results were as 

following: The technology advanced prefabrication system had the winning percentage of 37.9% (39.4% in part1). The 

technical composite system (cast-in-place, pre-cast) came second with 26.5% (21.8% in part1); followed in third place by a 

low difference developed technology the cast-in-place system gaining 19.9% (20.8%, in part 1); and the last place for 

conventional building system with 15.6% (18.1% in part 1). Taking renewable energy criteria into consideration will modify 

the ranking of technological alternatives for construction according to the adaptation of these methods, with the possibility of 

using renewable energies to replace the traditional ones used to meet the requirements of reconstruction in Syria. 

© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 

Construction industry forms an evolutional orientation 

for construction sector, which is considered one of the 

important economic sectors, in terms of its role in the 

formation of fixed capital, gross national product, and the 

magnitude of its employees [1]. This industry is currently 

facing unprecedented developmental pressures in our 

country as a result of the lack of resources and the rising 

prices of raw material and the instability of environmental 

factors surrounding it [2]. This encourages us to introduce 

the new construction, industrial technologies of 

industrialized building systems (IBS), which are 

symmetrical with the necessities of renewable energy. 

Industrialized building systems must keep up with the 

global trend towards reducing and rationalizing energy 

consumption in all its forms, and depending on the 

renewable natural resources in procuring energy which 

Commensurate with the necessity of introducing the 

concept of renewable energy in Building techniques. 

Due to the size and magnitude of engineering projects 

in Syria, it is imperative that everyone working in the field 

of engineering keeps pace with this development to get the 

best performance of the work. Hence the need to find a 

clear approach that enables the project owner to choose the 

best technical building system, the success of the selection 

process will be an important tool for project  success  in 

general, and management of obstacles that may encounter 

work environment, and therefore achieve goals of 

reconstruction in Syria within the possibilities of taking 

advantage of the concept of renewable energy. 

Determining the best technical building system is 

complicated because each has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. One of the best decision-making methods 

in engineering management is the AHP method, where 

different choices are arranged according to different 

criteria. 

* Corresponding author e-mail: madonnabeshara@hotmail.com 
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1.1. Research methodology 

 Review of previous studies about the construction 

industry and modern techniques used. 

 Determine of the priority to choose one of the technical 

systems used for construction in Syria using the Expert 

Choice program. 

 And then introduce the criteria of renewable energy in 

choosing the method of construction and comparing the 

results with each other. 

1.2. Benefits of adopting IBS 

The Questionnaire and field survey showed that despite 

the promotion of benefits in IBS adoption, the industry 

stakeholders and contractors are still skeptical about the 

IBS usage since issues such as technical difficulties, 

enormous capital cost, design conflicts and skill shortages 

during the construction phase represent the barriers. 

Accordingly, in addressing a knowledge gap in the 

construction level, this paper has tried to explain the 

benefits of using IBS components. The numerous benefits 

of adopting IBS had been reported by academicians around 

the world and became the driving force to the construction 

industry players in deciding whether to use IBS or not [3]. 

The benefits of IBS adoption are summarized in Table 1. 

1.3. Previous studies 

The terminology used in the construction industry 

could hardly be defined, and definitions rely heavily on 

user experience and the amount of understanding, which 

vary from one country to another, but also there are several 

definitions developed by some researchers in this field, [7] 

defined IBS as the component manufacturing, assembling, 

transporting, and placement construction using minimum 

additional work possible inside or outside the site. While 

the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) in 

Malaysia defined IBS as a building system where 

components being manufactured in the factory or off-site, 

then developed and assembled into a structure with a 

minimum of extra work at the site [9]. [11] Defined the 

IBS as an integrated manufacturing and building process, 

organized and planned well to achieve efficiency in the 

management, setup and control of resources used and 

support the activities and results using sophisticated 

components. There are different classifications of IBS 

according to [4] depends on: materials, processes and 

systems. It is important to develop a clear vision for 

different types of construction systems and modern 

techniques used that contribute to getting the IBS and are 

an integral part of it. Generally, there are four types of 

building regulations in accordance with the Badir-Razali 

Building System Classification which are: traditional 

building systems, cast in place, pre-made, and composite 

[12]. Each of the construction systems is represented in 

accordance with their own construction methodology, its 

advantages in addition to construction technology, and the 

engineering and functional composition [5] as shown in 

Figure 1.  

The different template systems offer a wide range of 

concrete construction solutions that can be selected to suit 

the required development needs [13]. In Syria, 

reconstruction requirements impose significant challenges 

on this sector in terms of the need for the introduction of 

modern technology systems and following the designing 

solutions and management decisions that fit these 

challenges, in addition to the production of buildings 

within time and economic constraints. 

Table 1. Summary of IBS benefits resource (author and Izatul laili 

Jabar [8] et al Idrus, [6] 2013) 

Benefits Explanation 

Cost and 

financial  

IBS offers cost saving through: 

Advantages - Earlier completion time (Kamar et al.,2011; Pan et 
al., 2007). Repetitive use of system formwork made 

of steel, aluminum, etc. (Thanoon et al., 2003; 

Besharah et al., 2015). 
- Less wastage (Idrus et al., 2008). 

- Reducing site infrastructure and overhead (Kamar 

et al., 2011). 
- Increased certainty less risk (Pan et al., 2007). 

Construction 

speed 

IBS construction process is governed by the speed of 

production and controlled environment of 

manufacturing facilities (Aburas, 2011), thus the 
need for fast delivery can easily be met by increasing 

the production capacity (Abdullah et al., 2009). 

Reducing 
labor 

The using of foreign labor (Jabar, 2013). The using 
of IBS component, which is manufactured in 

centralized factory, automatically will reduce labor 

requirements at construction site (CIDB, 2010). 

Better 
quality 

Better quality products can be produced with the 
adoption of IBS as it uses good quality components 

and involved numerous expertise throughout the 

process starting with manufacturing, installer, 
engineers, contractors and others (Kamar et al., 

2011; Thanoon et al., (2003). 

Health and 
safety 

measures 

IBS application will improve site safety by providing 
cleaner and tidier site environment (Pan et al., 2007; 

Rahman & Omar, 2006) as the site activities become 

minimum (Besharah., 2015). 

Flexibility IBS allows flexibility in architectural design, in 

order to minimize uniformity of repetitive facades. 

Simultaneously, the flexibility of different system 
used in IBS construction process produced own 

unique prefabrication method (Thanoon et al., 2003). 

Waste 

minimization 

All IBS components are manufactured from the 

factory, resulted in less wastage (Kamar et al., 
2011). 

Improving 

productivity 

Productivity (CIDB, 2010; Kadir et al., 2006). At the 

same time, it enhances productivity by removing 
difficult operation off-site and less site disruption 

(Arif & Egbu, 2010) [10]. 

2. Factors affecting the consumption of renewable 

energy during the construction phase of the building 

There are a number of factors affecting the 

consumption of renewable energy in the construction 

phase of the building. It is noted that these factors control 

the modality and the amount of energy consumption at this 

stage, as their characteristics affect the method of energy 

consumption through its impact on the various 

consumption elements, namely equipment, Construction 

and mismanagement of project implementation [14]. It is 

noted that these elements are collectively governed by a 

combination of factors as shown in Figure 2: building 

materials used, building systems followed, methods of 

implementation used, design process and time control, 

noting that the characteristics of each of these factors have 

a direct impact on consumption in the construction phase 

of the building.   
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With regard to our research, it is important to clarify 

the impact of building systems and methods of 

implementation used to consume renewable energy during 

the construction phase of the building. 
2.1.  The effect of building system followed on the energy 

consumption in the construction phase of the building 

The structure of the building system reflects the energy 

type used in the construction process, whether human or 

mechanical, or both, specifying the ratio of each of them. 

It also determines the nature of each of these energies 

according to this ratio. 

For example, the human energy varies between the 

unskilled labor force and the trained labor force, the 

percentage of their use varies according to the construction 

system used, as well as for equipment, the equipment 

capacity used is determined according to the ratio of 

equipment and labor, which is also determined by the 

building system used. 

The effect of the building system on the amount of 

energy consumption in the construction phase of the 

building is reflected in: [15] 

 The ratio of equipment use to labor, on the basis of 

which the effort to accomplish a task is determined by 

specifying the capacity used in the implementation of 

each of them. It is necessary to access through the 

equipment and labor to the optimum time of 

achievement and thus access to optimal energy. For 

example, it is not preferable to use many labors in the 

case of large projects. In addition, it is not preferable to 

use full mechanization in the case of small projects. 

The impact of the construction system on the 

percentage of equipment to labor is not limited to the 

capacity used, but rather to the time of implementation. 

 The quality of employment used; According to the type 

of construction system used, different levels of 

employment are shown, from skilled labor to regular 

labor. Thus, the amount of energy used by these 

workers varies, as does the amount of energy spent. 

 The degree of accuracy and proficiency depends on the 

quality of elements implemented in the building, the 

proportion of labor and equipment. The degree of the 

possibility increases in introducing electronic control 

methods on the proportion of equipment used in the 

project, which helps the speed, accuracy and quality of 

work while reducing equipment capacity and mortality 

rate, and it improves the management of project 

implementation in the construction, storage, finishing 

and petty operations. [16],[18] 

Figure 1. Types of Building Systems (Source: author by using [5]) 

 

Figure 2. Factors affecting the consumption of renewable energy during the construction phase of the building [14] 
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2.2. The impact of the implementation method used on 

energy consumption in the construction phase of the 

building 

The implementation method is the main control of the 

executive power. Therefore, it controls the energy of the 

labor and the implementation equipment. It is important to 

ensure good control and prevent waste, especially when 

most of the work is carried out at the construction site, 

which may cause material waste. The effect of the choice 

of implementation methods used on energy consumption 

in the construction phase of the building is illustrated by: 

[19] 

 Transportation capacity; where, for example, using 

precast or Pre-processing items leads to the initial 

transfer from raw material sites to the factory and 

transfer elements to the site. While using traditional 

methods leads to transfer raw materials directly to the 

site. Therefore, transport capacity depends heavily on 

the method of implementation used.  

 Energy equipment and labor; where the least energy 

spending method of implementation is chosen for both 

the labor and equipment, which does not conflict with 

the quality of the product, and commensurate with the 

time of implementation required. 

 The materials used in the implementation methods; 

some methods specify that certain materials should be 

used such as clamps, and these methods determine the 

type of these materials. For example, the 

implementation method specifies the use of wooden or 

metal clamps or others, thus controlling the 

manufacturing capacity of some materials used in the 

implementation. 

 Materials waste, as the choice of implementation 

method affects the amount of waste in building 

materials. 

 Finishing capacity, where the method of 

implementation used determines the shape of the final 

surface of the building as well as the properties of the 

building material used, and thus affects the amount of 

finishing the building needs and determines the energy 

of manufacturing finishing materials as well as the 

energy of finishing work. [17]  

3. Prioritizing the selection of construction methods 

and how the renewable energy criteria affect the 

selection within the reconstruction scheme in Syria 

The final decision about implementation options 

associated with factors that have been identified through a 

large questionnaire that can affect this decision, and 

therefore it is important to make the order of priorities for 

the use of one of the technical systems, for decision-

making about the technology that must be followed using 

one of the decision-making tools, hierarchical analysis 

method AHP. 

The decision will be divided into two parts: 

Part 1: prioritize the use of one of the construction 

methods used in Syria using the AHP method. 

Part 2: introduce the criteria of renewable energy in 

choosing the method of construction and comparing the 

results with each other. 

3.1. Steps to implement the AHP 

The process of the AHP includes three basic steps: the 

first step is to build a model of hierarchical analysis, which 

consists of the primary goal, alternatives and the main and 

sub- criteria, the second step is to demand from decision 

makers to individually express their opinions regarding the 

relative importance of the criteria and preferences between 

alternatives using paired comparisons, the third step is to 

prioritize the decision.  

Part 1: After preparing the overall shape of the model 

(as shown in Fig.3), and introducing the preference values 

to the program (expert choice) for comparison of the 

alternatives (technical systems) according to the criteria, 

the result of the final paired comparisons of alternatives 

according to figure4 was obtained. 

 
Figure 3. Hierarchical Analysis Model for Priority Determination 
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As shown in figure 4, the technical system which 

received the highest importance is the technologically 

advanced prefabrication system which had the winning 

percentage of 39.4%. The researcher referred that to the 

extent of the actual importance of the advanced 

prefabrication technology, which stems not only from its 

large contribution in the rapid construction, but also in its 

ability to fill a large proportion of housing needs of the 

Syrian citizens, especially in light of destruction risks of 

Syria and the pressures of development and the great need 

of reconstruction. The technical composite system (cast-in-

place, pre-cast) came second with 21.8%; followed in third 

place by a low difference developed technology the cast-

in-place system gaining 20.8%; stated in the last ranking: 

traditional methods and tools with 18.1%. 

Part2: preparing the overall shape of the hierarchical 

analysis model (as shown in Fig.5) With the use of 

renewable energy criteria obtained from previous studies 

and advanced research in this field, and introduction of the 

preference values to the program (expert choice) for 

comparison of the alternatives (technical systems) 

according to the criteria, the result of the final paired 

comparisons of alternatives according to figure 6 was 

obtained. 

 

Figure 4. order of technical building systems after a paired comparison using expert choice. 

 

Figure 5. hierarchical analysis model for priority determination with the use of renewable energy criteria 

 

Figure 6. order of technical building systems after a paired comparison using expert choice with the use of renewable energy criteria 
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3.2. comparing the results with each other 

The use of renewable energy criteria modified the 

ranking of technological alternatives for construction, 

according to the adaptation of these methods. The 

technology advanced prefabrication system had the 

winning percentage of 37.9% (39.4%, in part1). The 

technical composite system (cast-in-place, pre-cast) came 

second with 26.5% (21.8%, in part1); followed in third 

place by a low difference developed technology the cast-

in-place system gaining 19.9% (20.8%, in part 1); and the 

last place for conventional building system with 15.6% 

(18.1%, in part 1). Therefore, the renewable energy criteria 

have emphasized the importance of industrialization and 

mechanization with the possibility of using renewable 

energies which meet the requirements of reconstruction in 

Syria to replace the traditional ones 

This relative convergence of alternatives can set the 

direction of development in accordance with all of these 

alternatives and not toward a single so that they form with 

each other a technological package appropriate and in 

accordance with the conditions and factors existing and 

emerging. 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This paper looked at the definition and classification of 

IBS, and characterization of their own construction 

techniques. As this paper discussed factors affecting the 

consumption of renewable energy during the construction 

phase of the building. Given the importance of  having a 

comprehensive methodology in Syria to adopt strategic 

issues for the Syrian construction industry (the IBS), we 

have identified priorities for choosing the right technical 

system for building within the reconstruction system in 

Syria, and introduce the criteria of renewable energy in 

choosing the method of construction and comparing the 

results with each other, we reached the following 

conclusions and recommendations: 

 The use of the building industry systems (IBS) in Syria 

can offer the benefits of speed, quality and safety for 

construction projects, and achieve the construction 

requirements. 

 Obtaining a high level in IBS requires a move towards 

industrialization. 

 IBS is facing significant challenges in Syria. 

 Using the method of AHP, the advanced technology, 

prefabricated system was in first place with 39.4%, 

followed by the composite technical system (cast-in- 

place + pre-cast) with 21.8%, in third place advanced 

cast-in-place technology with 20.8%, as stated in last 

rank were traditional methods and tools. 

 The use of renewable energy criteria modified the 

ranking of technological alternatives for construction 

methods which emphasized the importance of 

industrialization and mechanization with the possibility 

of using renewable energies which meet the 

requirements of reconstruction in Syria to replace the 

traditional ones. 
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Abstract 

An increased installation of decentralized small scale photovoltaic (PV) and/or photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) systems for 

electricity generation within growing urban areas might influence the need of a grid extension because electricity is provided 

close to the place where it is needed. Thus, for the metropolitan area of Amman / Jordan characterized by a strong increase in 

electrical energy demand, the effects of selected variants of such an installation strategy of decentralized PV / PVT systems is 

assessed in detail. Additionally, for the various PV / PVT installation variants a DC power flow analysis focused on the 

degree of capacity utilization of the most important transmission lines providing electricity for the metropolitan area of 

Amman / Jordan is carried out. The results show a positive impact for higher installed electrical capacities of decentralized 

PV / PVT systems related to the capacity utilization of the existing lines. In this context, PVT systems lead to more efficient 

overload reductions than PV for the investigated case. 
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1. Introduction 

Jordan is characterized by a strongly increasing 

demand for electricity due to a growing population as well 

as an ongoing industrialization. In order to cover this 

increasing demand for electrical energy in a more 

sustainable way in the years to come, renewable energy 

should be used in a clearly expanded manner. In addition, 

it is important not to endanger the security of electricity 

supply. For example, during a heat wave and a 

correspondingly strong increase in the demand for 

electrical energy due to additionally used cooling devices, 

the transmission grid characterized by already widely used 

transportation capacities is subjected to very high loads. 

This has been the case for example in 2015. On August 4th, 

2015, the highest load to date occurred in Jordan causing 

substantial overloads in the transmission lines South of 

Amman. Thus, various measures must be taken to ensure a 

high degree of supply security during such days with high 

ambient temperatures and thus high electricity demand. 

One measure could be the increased decentralized 

installation of PV systems within Amman metropolitan 

area in order to reduce the residual load which will also  

result in reducing load flows to Amman region. [1, 2] 

Against this background, the overall aim of this paper 

is to assess potential effects of the installation of 

photovoltaic (PV) and photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) 

systems to reduce electrical overloads in the transmission 

grid of Jordan related to the Amman metropolitan area 

exemplarily for the day with the highest load situation. For 

this purpose, August 4th, 2015, is taken into consideration. 

Especially for such high load situations, a decentralized 

electricity generation from photovoltaic systems might be 

beneficial to reduce the load to be covered by conventional 

power plants.  

Typically, for Jordan as well as other MENA-countries 

the highest yearly electrical load usually correlates directly 

with the highest daily mean temperature [3, 4]. 

Additionally, at days with high ambient temperatures, the 

load peak shifts from the evening to noon due to the 

significantly increased usage of air conditioning systems 

operated by electrical energy; this will make the increased 

integration of electricity from PV / PVT systems even 

more promising. Therefore, an increase in decentralized 

installations of PV or PVT systems might be beneficial for 

the overall load situation on such high load days; one 

positive effect might be a relief of the degree of the 

capacity utilization of the existing transmission lines.  

2. Background 

Below some background information are provided. 

This is true for PV / PVT-systems as well as the overall 

electricity system of Jordan.  

2.1. PV / PVT-systems 

Photovoltaic (PV) modules can convert solar irradiation 

directly into electrical energy [5]. The main parameters 
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determining the conversion efficiency related to the 

influencing meteorological parameters are irradiation on 

the module surface and the modules’ temperature [6, 7]. 

An increase in module temperature has a negative effect 

on the electrical efficiency of the PV modules. For silicon 

based PV modules this value reaches approximately           

-0.4%/K [6].  

One way to overcome this disadvantage and to improve 

the overall performance and thus the electrical power 

output of a PV system is to reduce actively its modules’ 

temperature [8]. This is possible based on different 

technological approaches. Air- and fluid-based cooling 

systems are under discussion and partly offered on the 

market [9, 10]. The main factors for the module 

temperature are the ambient temperature, the wind speed 

and the solar irradiation [11]. With these cooling 

approaches, reduced temperatures of modules can be 

achieved while efficiency increases are well documented, 

where fluid-based cooling systems always lead to higher 

efficiencies [12–14]. 

For a fluid-based cooling system, a cooling fluid is 

pumped through pipes attached at the rear side of a regular 

market mature PV module while functioning as a heat 

sink. Such a PVT-system is operated with a mixture of 

Glycol and water to allow for a certain frost resistance. 

The dominant variables here are the flow rate through the 

cooling system and the inlet temperature of the cooling 

fluid [10, 13]. Different operating strategies can be used to 

generate either an increased output of electrical or thermal 

power [15]. This paper focuses on maximum electrical 

output to estimate the potential effects on the characteristic 

curves of PV/PVT systems. 

In addition to an increase in electrical conversion 

efficiency due to lower module temperatures, low-

temperature heat can be gained and used for numerous 

down-stream processes; this could be the provision of hot 

water e.g. provided by heat pump systems where the low 

temperature heat from such PVT cooling systems is used 

as a heat source [16–18]. Thus, if there is a demand for 

low temperature heat, PVT systems can contribute towards 

a better integration of the electricity and the heat sector, 

and thus better interlink renewable energy systems in 

general [12, 13, 17, 19].  

For countries like Jordan, characterized by high 

ambient temperatures and high solar irradiation in average, 

and especially during summer time, PVT-systems can 

reduce the efficiency drop of PV-systems during hot and 

sunny days.  

2.2. Jordanian electricity system  

The Kingdom on Jordan has been characterized by an 

overall electricity demand of ca. 16.2 TWh in 2015. This 

electricity demand is increasingly growing especially due 

the fact that the population is increasing and 

industrialization is progressing. [3, 20, 21] 

Electricity generation in Jordan is realized almost 

exclusively by power plants operated by fossil fuel energy. 

The electricity generation units under operation in 2015 

are characterized by a total installed electrical capacity of 

4,266 MW. Units with 2,526 MW realize direct 

combustion of natural gas, and plants with 814 MW are 

operated by diesel fuel. Units with a conventional steam 

cycle contribute with an installed electricity capacity of 

787 MW. Conversion units using renewable sources of 

energy are limited to systems based on hydroelectricity, 

wind and biogas as well as to a very minor extend PV. 

Altogether, these options do not exceed an electrical 

capacity of 139 MW related to the year 2015 [20].  

The high voltage electrical grid in Jordan covers the 

overall Hashemite Kingdom. It mainly consists of 

overhead lines with voltage levels of 132 and 400 kV, 

shown in figure 1 [20]. While there is a strong 

accumulation of transmission lines in the metropolitan area 

of Amman, the rural areas of Jordan are supplied by very 

few lines only.  

One crucial point of the transmission system in Jordan 

is the connection between the two substations “Queen Alia 

International Airport” (QAIA) and “Qatrana”. This 

transmission system’s bottleneck is located between these 

substations and overloads in these lines could cause a 

serious blackout in the Amman metropolitan area. These 

lines are critical as they connect the main demand area of 

Amman with the South of Jordan and the interconnector 

with Egypt. Because Egypt is responsible for controlling 

Jordan’s grid frequency, an overload on these lines could 

lead to a blackout in the Amman metropolitan area. 

Relatively small percentages of overload can be tolerated 

for a short amount of time, but with frequently repeated 

overloads problems can occur [22].  

The integration of large PV capacities into an existing 

electricity grid has already been investigated many times, 

where the focus was often on the distribution network 

plane or focused on studying the changing load curves due 

to additionally installed PV systems. The challenges 

integrated here by the fluctuating behavior of the PV 

systems can be eliminated with well-designed and 

technologically adapted planning. Especially for Germany 

there are several studies to integrate much larger shares of 

PV feed-in than in Jordan, and at the same time even 

provide system services. [23–25] 

Figure 1 shows also that the majority of Jordan's 

conventional power plants are located in the wider Amman 

area and supply the metropolitan area directly [14]. 

 
Figure 1. Transmission lines and Power Plant Park of Jordan 
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2.3. Peak load day 

In figure 2 exemplarily Jordan’s highest load day 

during the year 2015 (i.e., 4th of August) is shown being 

also the hottest days in 2015 [3, 4, 26]. The peak power at 

this day sums up to 3,205 MW. The curve shows that the 

daily demand peaks between 12:00 and 18:00; this peak is 

typically during the evening hours at days where there is 

not such a high demand for cooling devices. The highest 

share of Jordan’s load on that day was demanded within 

the metropolitan area of Amman with a share of 37.7 % 

related to the rest of the country [3].  

 

Figure 2. Peak load day in 2015 for Jordan 

3. Assessment approach 

With an increased installation of decentralized PV / 

PVT-systems in the metropolitan area of Amman, an 

electricity conversion shift towards Amman as major area 

of demand could occur. The electrical energy coming from 

solar irradiation is used directly, mainly by households, at 

the place of provision. This results in a decreased residual 

load to be covered by the conventional electricity 

provision system (i.e., power plants operated by fossil fuel 

energy). A consequence of such a strategy could be 

reduced capacity utilization of the transmission lines 

surrounding and supplying the Amman metropolitan area. 

Such an approach could decrease possibly occurring 

overloads within parts of the existing transmission lines 

especially during high load situations and reduce 

additionally necessary grid extensions due to a strongly 

growing demand. To investigate and quantify the impact 

of the integration of such PV / PVT-systems on Jordan’s 

transmission system related to the Amman metropolitan 

area, simulated PV and PVT characteristic curves are 

combined with a direct current (DC) power flow analysis, 

whereby the focus of this paper lies on the shifting loads of 

the transmission lines.   

Thus, this effect of a decentralized installation strategy 

of PV and PVT-systems on the transmission grid is 

assessed. First, a load analysis of the investigated load 

situation is realized. Then, characteristic curves of PV and 

PVT-systems are modelled for various installation 

variants. This is realized based on a physical model 

allowing for the simulation of the theoretical differences 

between PV and PVT-systems. Based on the simulated PV 

and PVT generation curves the residual load for the 

investigated day is calculated for the various variants. The 

resulting residual load is then used to carry out a DC 

power flow analysis with the aim of quantifying the 

maximum load situation at the investigated day. Based on 

these results, conclusions are drawn whether a 

decentralized installation of PV / PVT-systems could 

contribute to reduce potential overloads within the 

transmission grid. This overall procedure is shown in 

figure 3 and outlined in detail below. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic description of procedure 

3.1. PV power provision 

PV and PVT-systems show different characteristic 

electricity provision curves due to the cooling device used 

for PVT-systems. This results in higher efficiencies in 

general and especially during high temperature situations 

(e.g. around noon) if the cooling temperature is kept 

constant. Therefore, such PVT-systems are typically 

operated with a constant cooling-fluid inlet temperature 

(e.g. groundwater as a possible cooling fluid source shows 

basically the same temperature throughout the overall 

year) [27]. To simulate such effects a quasi-stationary 

(hourly based) simulation model of PV and PVT-systems 

has been developed based on the physical characteristics of 

these systems. The simulated system is shown in figure 4. 

In order to calculate the electrical yield, the following 

aspects were modelled. 

 Mixed convection heat transfer is assumed at the 

surface of the PVT-system, consisting of natural and 

forced convection with heat transfer coefficients 

dependent on the actual wind speed and its direction. 

The driving temperature gradient occurs between the 

module temperature and the ambient temperature. 

 On the back of the PVT-system natural convection heat 

transfer is assumed depending on the module 

characteristics and the temperature gradient between 

the module and the ambient temperature.  

 Forced convection heat transfer is assumed by fluid 

cooling in the tubes as a function of a fluid velocity 

dependent heat transfer coefficient as well as the 

temperature gradient between fluid and module 

temperatures. A constant cooling-fluid inlet 

temperature is assumed. 
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 The remaining irradiation energy minus the mentioned 

heat losses is responsible for heating up of the modules. 

This heating up of the PV-module depends on material 

properties, the modules’ mass and module temperature. 

 The electrical power of a regular market-mature PV 

cell is finally simulated as a function of irradiation and 

temperature-dependent electrical efficiency. Increasing 

module temperatures reduce the efficiency and increase 

the heat to be dissipated by convection in the system 

under consideration. 

By drawing up the balance of incident radiation, 

electrical conversion and the resulting calculated heat 

flows, an equation system was created being the basis for 

the simulations realized here. Since both the electrical 

conversion and the heat flows within the balance limits are 

directly dependent on the unknown module temperature, 

the latter can be calculated iteratively under the 

assumption that an equilibrium can be maintained. After 

calculating the module temperature, all heat flows of the 

system can be calculated. 

Due to the temperature dependence of the electrical 

efficiency of the PVT-system, the module temperature 

strongly influences the electrical yield of the overall 

system. Thus, based on the calculated module temperature, 

the electrical yield of the PVT-system can be quantified. 

The aim of the simulated characteristic curves is to make a 

statement about the possible additional yield of PVT 

modules under their ideal conditions (high radiation and 

high temperatures). These theoretical differences between 

PV and PVT systems are used in this paper to estimate the 

bandwidth of the effect on the transmission lines. 

3.2. DC power flow analysis 

The PV / PVT power generation reduces the residual 

power demand to be covered by the grid and thus by the 

fossil fuel-based power plants providing electricity for the 

Amman metropolitan area. To investigate the effect of this 

reduction exemplarily for different expansion variants for 

PV / PVT-systems related to the free capacity of the 

transmission lines around the Amman metropolitan area a 

DC power flow analysis is carried out [28, 29].  

Within such a DC power flow analysis, demand and 

generation side are connected and the electrical load on 

each transmission line is simulated. Three main 

assumptions have been made to enable such a simulation 

[30]. 

 The line impedance is significantly greater than the 

resistance of the line. Based on this assumption, 

transmission losses within the system are neglected. 

 All voltages within the system are equal, implemented 

through a “per Unit” system within the calculation. As 

a result, reactive power is no longer calculated. 

 The phase angle differences are assumed to be very 

small for a linearization of the sine term. 

These assumptions lead to equation 1 [31]. 

𝑃1 = 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠 ∆𝛿                                                                   (1) 

𝑃1 is the power flow between every substation, 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠 is 

the admittance matrix of the system (including all 

impedances and resistances) and ∆𝛿 are the phase angle 

differences. After inverting the admittance matrix, 

equation 2 follows. 

∆𝛿 = 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠
−1  𝑃2                               (2) 

𝑃2 is the net performance of every substation. All phase 

angle differences are calculated in relation to a neutral 

point. The result of the phase angle differences is inserted 

in equation 1 and the load flow between all substations is 

calculated. 

 
Figure 5. DC power flow methodology 

 

Figure 4. Balance limits of simulated PVT-module 
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Figure 5 shows the DC power flow methodology 

applied here. Thus, the methodological procedure is 

divided into three main steps: 

 determination of the overall and distributed demand of 

a system,  

 determination of the overall and distributed generation 

of a system and  

 calculation of the resulting power flows between all 

substation within a system.  

A spatial breakdown of the load demand at the 

investigated time of maximum load was used to calculate a 

base variant (i.e., current situation) with no additional 

decentralized installed PV / PVT-systems. Based on this 

spatial distribution, the decentralized installed PV / PVT-

capacity is then divided among the various substations 

already under operation within the Amman metropolitan 

area. This results in spatially differentiated residual loads.  

Data on the power plant park, its spatial connection to 

the transmission grid (feed-in points) and the costs of the 

individual power plants are the basis for determining the 

generation side. Based on this, a merit order is created for 

all conventional power plants under operation related to 

the time frame of this assessment. The combination with 

the previously defined residual loads makes it possible to 

calculate different power plant loads and their spatial 

distribution at the time of peak load.  

By summarizing the properties of the transmission lines 

(capacitance, length, impedance, resistance) the admittance 

matrix of the transmission grid is created. Based on the 

equations described above, the load flow between the 

substations in Jordan can be calculated. To compare each 

line’s load with its possible capacity, a percentage for the 

load situation for all lines in Jordan can be quantified and 

overloaded lines can easily be detected.   

4. Case Study 

Within this assessment in total four variants with 

different amounts of decentralized installed capacities are 

investigated related to the situation given in 2015 

(figure 6). This base variant with no additional 

decentralized installation of PV / PVT-systems was 

defined first. Based on this, four variants with 500 MW 

and 1,000 MW either as PV or PVT-systems were fixed.  

 
Figure 6. Description of investigated variants a to e (Amman 
means the overall Amman metropolitan area) 

For the assessment of the variants (a to e) defined in 

figure 6 both methodological steps outlined in section 3 

need to be realized separately. The necessary input 

parameters taken into consideration to realize such an 

assessment are discussed below. While the input 

parameters for the first part of the methodology outlined in 

section 3 are primarily compiled from data sheets of the 

PV-modules assumed to be installed here, the input 

parameters of the DC power flow analysis are taken from 

data resulting from Jordan’s National Electric Power 

Company (NEPCO). 

4.1. PV power provision 

The input parameters used for the model approach 

discussed in section 3.1 are shown in table 1. Thus a 

combination of two 280 W modules with a combined 

560 W capacity is assumed to be installed here [32]. All 

PV / PVT-systems are modular and therefore linearly 

scalable. Thus, the results of a single system can be scaled 

up to the required capacities of the defined variants. Losses 

due to shading as well as due to pollution are not taken 

into consideration even due the fact that these effects 

might lower the electrical yield slightly. 

Table 1. Input parameters for PV / PVT model 

Description 
Formula 
symbols 

Input value Unit 

Width of collector [32]  BK 1.984 m 

Length of collector [32] LK 1.640 m 

Total area of silicon cells [32] AZ 2.920 m² 

Electrical nominal efficiency 
of PV-collector [32] 

ηNK 17.21 % 

Angle of installation with 

regard to vertical 
γK 60 ° 

Critical Rayleigh-number [33] Rac 900,000 - 

Coolant volume flow VK 60 l/h 

Inner pipe diameter diR 6 mm 

Outer pipe diameter daR 8 mm 

Number of cooling pipes per 

module 
n 24 - 

Standard test temperature [32] TS 25 °C 

Temperature coefficient for 

electrical  

collector efficiency [32] 

mT.K -0.41 %/K 

Mass of aluminum frame [34] MR 2 kg 

Material thickness of solar 
glass [32] 

δSG 3.2 mm 

Material thickness of EVA-

film 
δEVA 1 mm 

Material thickness of silicon 

cells [6] 
δZ 200 μm 

Material thickness of absorber 

plate [34] 
δAbs 0.5 mm 

 

Additionally, the following data are used. 

 Direct and diffuse irradiation, air density, ambient 

temperature and wind speed from historic data from 

Amman on the 4th of August 2015 with a time 

resolution of one hour [4].  
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 Cooling-fluid properties of the Glycol-water-mixture 

(i.e. temperature dependent thermal conductivity, heat 

storage capacity, density and dynamic viscosity) [10, 

35]. 

4.2. DC power flow analysis 

For the DC power flow analysis the following data for 

the year 2015 are used [20]. This is true for the different 

data categories. 

 Demand data of the individual substations in Jordan, 

divided temporally and spatially (data for all 62 

substations with a time resolution of 15 min throughout 

the year 2015). From this, the residual loads were 

calculated in combination with the variants already 

presented by assuming that the additional decentralized 

PV / PVT capacities were installed in the Amman 

metropolitan area as a percentage of their share related 

to the maximum load [3]. 

 Generation data of the power plant park, the costs 

incurred and the spatial distribution of the individual 

power plants, from which both the merit order used and 

the power plant schedule depending on the assumed 

variants were calculated [36]. 

 Transmission network data for all existing transmission 

lines in Jordan in 2015 (data for 80 transmission lines), 

including capacities, lengths, impedances and 

resistances as well as the respective connections to 

existing substations, distributed locally throughout the 

country [3, 22]. 

5. Results 

Below the results of the various variants defined in 

section 4 based on the methodological approach presented 

in section 3 are discussed. 

5.1. PV power provision  

Results. Figure 7 shows the simulation results for the 

different PV and PVT efficiencies for different cooling-

fluid inlet temperatures and the uncooled PV case. The 

graphic makes it obvious that the electrical efficiency 

strongly depends on the cooling-fluid’s inlet temperature. 

Because for the (uncooled) PV system the module 

temperature increases over the first part of the day a lower 

electrical efficiency occurs related to the cooled PVT 

system. This decrease in efficiency also occurs for the 

cooled PVT systems, but to a significantly lesser extent. 

Typically, the lower the cooling-fluids inlet temperature is 

the higher the overall efficiency is in general.  

Figure 7 makes it obvious that while the average 

efficiency of the (uncooled) PV-system for August 4th, 

2015, was calculated as 14.9 %, the efficiency of the PVT-

system ranged from 16.9 % for 30 °C inlet temperature up 

to 17.9 % for 15 °C inlet temperature of the cooling fluid. 

This resulted in an average relative efficiency increase of 

up to roughly 20 % due to these cooling efforts for the 

simplified model used under these extreme external 

conditions. 

Figure 8 shows the electrical power output for the 

module defined in table 1 simulated also for August 4th, 

2015. An increased additional yield of the cooled PV 

systems can be seen above all during the midday hours. 

The variations in the electrical output of the cooled 

systems vary considerably less than in the uncooled 

system. The electrical yield for this investigated day for 

the PV-system is calculated with 3.0 kWh while PVT-

systems show a simulated yield ranging from 3.7 kWh for 

30 °C inlet temperature up to 3.9 kWh for 15 °C inlet 

temperature. This represents a daily electrical yield 

increase of close to 30 % caused by the higher average 

efficiencies due to the cooling activities. 

For the subsequent combination of the simulated 

characteristic curves for PV and PVT-systems (the latter 

with 15 °C as inlet temperature for all following results in 

order to be able to make a simplified statement about the 

theoretically maximal effect possible) with the DC power 

flow analysis, all electrical power outputs for the four 

variants defined in section 4 have been calculated. For 

realizing this with the historical weather data of August 

4th, 2015, the respective electrical power output has been 

simulated. The results show that while an installed 

capacity of 500 MW PV results in a maximum power 

output of 341.7 MW on this day, 500 MW PVT sum up to 

461.2 MW (i.e., an increase of ca. 35 %). For the variant 

with an installed capacity of 1,000 MW, PV reached a 

maximum power output of 683.5 MW while PVT showed 

a power output of 922.3 MW. Compared to the first two 

variants here the values are roughly doubled as it has been 

expected.  

The simulated characteristic curves for PV and PVT-

systems are then combined with the load curve for the 

same day (i.e., August 4th, 2015). This has been realized 

for all variants defined in section 3. 

 
Figure 7. Simulated modules efficiency 
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Figure 8. Simulated electrical power output 

 
Figure 9. Resulted theoretical load curves for August 4th, 2015 

Figure 9 shows the resulting theoretical residual load 

curves; these are the load curves that are still to be covered 

by energy coming from the conventional power plant park. 

The graphic makes it obvious that due to higher 

efficiencies – PVT-systems showing higher electrical 

power outputs at noon – these systems result in lower 

resulting load demands at these hours of the day. The 

extent to which this effect can occur is only estimated 

theoretically and would have to be validated by real 

measurements. Nevertheless, a peak shaving effect for the 

noon peak was detected in all variants in a different 

intensity due to the additional installed PV / PVT-

capacities. Thus, regardless of the assessed variant, a 

positive effect in the form of a reduction of the noon peak 

was clearly observed. However, the evening peak was not 

changed regardless of the installed capacity (i.e., no PV / 

PVT energy provision during night hours). 

Discussion. The simulation results for the assumed PV 

and PVT-systems show a strong theoretical increase in 

module efficiency if the system is cooled. A small 

variation occurs due to different cooling-fluid inlet 

temperatures; generally, it can be stated that the cooler the 

inlet temperature is the higher the overall efficiencies are. 

During sunrise and sunset, the effect shrinks to zero, 

whereas during noon with high irradiation, the cooling 

effect leads to clearly higher efficiencies compared to 

“classical” PV-systems without a cooling device (i.e. only 

natural cooling due to convection). This cooling effect 

results in higher noon peaks for the PVT electricity 

provision; and considerably higher electrical yields 

throughout the overall day are the consequence. Even in 

low irradiation cases, like in the early morning of the 

investigated day, a cooled system leads to higher 

efficiencies. In this simplified model, the theoretical 

improvements become clear. 

For the integration of the four variants of PV and PVT-

system installation and the resulting effects on the highest 

load day of Jordan in 2015, the electrical power output 

varies considerably. Comparing PV with PVT-systems, a 

strong increase was detected for the maximal electrical 

power output. This results in a theoretical higher peak 

shaving potential for PVT-systems due to their more 

effective electrical conversion when irradiation and 

temperatures are peaking within the course of a day. 

Comparing the two 500 MW and the two 1,000 MW 

variants, PVT-systems show a clear advantage for peak 

shaving. How large this effect can be under real conditions 

must be validated with measurements. 
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5.2. DC power flow analysis 

Results. Results for the DC power flow analysis are 

shown below for the five previous defined variants. These 

results show for the base variant overloads between QAIA 

and Qatrana as well as overloads within Amman 

metropolitan area. Table 2 lists all lines and their 

percentage overload for all five variants. 

For the base variant five different overloaded lines are 

identified (table 2). The overload between Amman North 

and Tareq occurs due to the high demand within the 

central Amman area. All power plants in the Amman 

metropolitan area are located in the surrounding area so 

high loads need to be transmitted. The same applies to the 

overloaded lines around Hashmieh where electricity from 

the Samra power plant is transmitted to central Amman. 

Problematic are the overloads on both transmission lines 

starting in Qatrana. 

Table 2. Overloaded lines in all variants 

Line between Capacity Calculated load Ratio 

- [MW] [MW] % 

Base variant (a) 

Amman North – Tareq  264.0 379.1 143.6 

Samra – Hashmieh  105.6 142.8 135.2 

Hashmieh – Zerqa  105.6 142.8 135.2 

Modern Cement – Qatrana  105.6 106.2 100.6 

Qatrana – QAIA  105.6 121.3 114.8 

500 MW PV variant (b) 

Amman North – Tareq  264.0 307.1 116.3 

Samra – Hashmieh  105.6 126.3 119.6 

Hashmieh – Zerqa  105.6 126.3 119.6 

Qatrana – QAIA 105.6 111.1 105.2 

500 MW PVT variant (c) 

Amman North – Tareq 264.0 287.1 108.7  

Samra – Hashmieh 105.6 121.9 115.5 

Hashmieh – Zerqa 105.6 121.9 115.5 

1,000 MW PV variant (d) 

Samra – Hashmieh 105.6 112.7 106.7 

Hashmieh – Zerqa 105.6 112.7 106.7 

1,000 MW PVT variant (e) 

Samra – Amman North 800.0 815.7 102.0 

 The 500 MW PV variant reduces the total number of 

overloaded lines from five to four. This occurs due to a 

higher electricity production from PV, leading to a 

lower residual load in the Amman metropolitan area. 

Also, the remaining overloaded lines show a decrease 

in their overload percentage and a reduction of the risk 

of system failure. 

 For the 500 MW PVT variant a reduction of the total 

number of overloaded lines down to three is counted. 

Most importantly, the line between Qatrana and QAIA 

is not overloaded anymore. The overload percentage 

for the three remaining lines decreases even more, with 

additional positive aspects for the grid stability within 

the overall Amman area.  

 The 1,000 MW PV variant only shows two remaining 

overloaded lines connected to Hashmieh and the total 

overload percentage decreases in comparison to the 

previously described variants.  

 The variant for 1,000 MW of PVT installed in Amman 

area show that all five overloads from the base variant 

are reduced and are now below the line-specific 

maximum capacities. Nevertheless, one new line shows 

an overload between the power plant in Samra and the 

substation of Amman North. With only 2 % of overload 

on this line just minor changes are necessary.  

To visualize these overloads and the resulting effects of 

Jordan’s transmission system, figure 10 shows the loads on 

every transmission line for the highest total load situation 

for Jordan in ratio to the specific capacities of each line. 

 Discussion. The results of the DC power flow analysis 

show a clear effect within the transmission system of 

Jordan. As expected with a higher share of decentralized 

electricity production by PV or PVT-systems fewer 

overloads occur.  

Most of the investigated variants show a relaxed 

situation for the previously overloaded transmission lines 

between Qatrana and QAIA. The variant with 1,000 MW 

PVT installed causes a new overload within Amman area. 

Following this, an installation of too high capacities can 

lead to subsequent challenges; i.e. different transmission 

lines can get overloaded. An optimum, especially designed 

regarding the investigated system needs to be detected. 

Additional interactions with the transmission grid could 

result from the decentralized installation of PV systems. 

Further studies would have to be carried out to determine 

which effects could occur and which measures would have 

to be taken to maintain grid stability. The grid loads found 

in this paper apply only to the considered highest load 

situation. 

All simulations for the load situations within Jordan’s 

transmission system support the statement that the 

decentralized installation of PV or PVT-systems in the 

Amman metropolitan area could be beneficial for the 

overall grid stability by avoiding overloads. 
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Figure 10. Load situations in Amman's transmission lines for (a) base variant, (b) 500 MW PV variant, (c) 500 MW PVT variant, (d) 1,000 

MW PV variant and (e) 1,000 MW PVT variant  

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the potential effect of a decentralized 

installation of PV / PVT-systems in the metropolitan 

region of Amman on the transmission grid is investigated. 

The scope of the study is the 2015 peak load case in which 

overloaded lines occurred. The aim is to assess whether a 

decentralized installation of PV / PVT-systems would have 

prevented the overloaded lines. 

The following results were achieved: 

 PVT-systems are more efficient than PV-systems at 

shaving the noon peak, leading to a more homogenized 

residual load curve over the peak load day in 2015. 

 A decentralized installation of 500 MW PV in the 

metropolitan region of Amman still leads to overloaded 

transmission lines in the main investigated lines for the 

day of the highest demand. For the investigated 

variants with 500 MW PVT and 1,000 MW PV these 

lines show no more overloads. However, a 

decentralized installation of 1,000 MW PVT leads to 

new occurring overloads within the system. 

 For the aim of reducing the overloads in the focused 

transmission lines, PVT-systems show a more efficient 

reduction compared to PV-systems, if the same 

capacity is installed.  
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Validating these results by the real implementation of 

PV / PVT-systems in a larger scale can help to improve the 

overall integration of renewable energy sources and 

especially of PV / PVT-systems in countries with a high 

supply of solar irradiation and compatible load curves in 

high load / high temperature situations. In order to 

investigate how the transmission grids behaves in low load 

situations due to the additional installation of PV systems, 

further studies would have to be carried out. 
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